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Abstract

Cold polar molecules provide fascinating research possibilities in physics and chem-
istry. They are currently used to investigate fundamental questions about the Stan-
dard Model of physics by measuring the electric dipole moment of the electron, or
employed to understand the nature of dark matter. Furthermore, they are envi-
sioned as tools for quantum information processing, as quantum memories or as link
for quantum information stored and transmitted in different frequency regimes. In
chemistry, they are utilized to examine the role of quantum mechanics in particle
interactions. This research can lead to a better understanding of chemical reactions.
The ultimate goal would be to control the collisions and reactions on a fundamental
level, by manipulating all internal and external degrees of freedom of the interaction
partners.
All these applications and ideas depend on a great level of control over the molecules,
therefore, they need to be cooled and slowed. Additionally, for most proposals based
on cold molecules, it is necessary to start with a trapped, dense sample of molecules
to achieve strong molecule-molecule interactions and a high level of control. These
are the goals that were pursued in this thesis. Firstly, a buffer gas cell was set up to
cool the molecules, the translational as well as their internal, rotational degrees of
freedom. To improve this scheme, a Monte-Carlo simulation was developed, that led
to a better understanding of the cell dynamics, and can be used for future setup and
optimization of buffer gas cells. The buffer gas cell produces cold beams of molecules,
however, these beams are still to fast to be trapped in any available trap. Therefore,
the cryogenic cell is combined with a centrifuge decelerator, which achieved a record
high flux exceeding 1010s−1 and densities up to 109cm−3 of internally cold polar
molecules with a single state purity of up to 92% at kinetic energies corresponding
to less than 1K. Due to these densities, collisions between the cold molecules could
be observed for the first time, even though their interaction time was limited to few
milliseconds during the time-of-flight from the centrifuge to the detector. To further
improve the system, a microstructured electrostatic trap was installed, which is used
to hold the molecules for several seconds. During that time, the molecules can be
further investigated, e.g. to measure their energy, or manipulated by selecting only
the slowest ones. In the trap, further investigation of the collisional properties of
the molecules is possible, for example to find a molecule suitable for evaporative
cooling. Additionally, the geometry of the trap is ideally suited to perform Sisyphus
cooling to the sub-millikelvin regime.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Who likes molecules?

More than 30 years ago, the first atoms were decelerated [PM82, WI79] and could
later be completely stopped by laser light [EBHZ85, PMP+85]. Atoms could then
be trapped for several seconds in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [RPC+87]. Soon
after, further cooling steps were invented [DCT89, LWW+88, AAK+88], and the
implementation of new magnetic traps led to the evaporative cooling [PAEC95,
DMJ+95], and finally to Bose-Einstein condensation of atoms [DMA+95, ARM+95].
Ever since then, more and more tools to produce and control cold atoms have been
developed [GWO00, LAKC96], and atoms have evolved to become the fundamental
tools for a new era of physics such as quantum information [BMDM04, SNR+11],
quantum simulation [GME+02, BDZ08] or high precision clocks [UHH02, THHK05],
just to name a few.

In this field, that is mostly limited to alkaline and alkaline earth atoms, molecules
look like the two-faced Roman god Janus: The vast number of different molecules
and their rich internal structure is a great promise for new, very different effects
and applications. At the same time, their great variety can look confusing, and
the internal complexity makes a full control seem unfeasible. However, the advan-
tages were compelling to many people, and experiments progressing towards cold
molecules were established. In the last years great progress has been made towards
full control of molecules, and soon they might become the new workhorse to perform
experiments beyond the possibilities of atoms.

One property that strongly distinguishes molecules from atoms is their electric dipole
moment. This dipole moment leads to a strong, long ranged, anisotropic interac-
tion between the molecules. Polyatomic, symmetric-top molecules are particularly
interesting, as they possess a permanent dipole moment and consequently a ex-
hibit a linear Stark effect with external electric fields. These interactions are ex-
pected to make molecules especially suitable for applications in quantum simulation
[BDPZ12] or computation [DeM02], and more [YMG+13]. In this thesis, the first
dipolar molecule-molecule collisions at energies below 1K · kB are observed and in-
vestigated, by using a unprecedented flux and density of slow molecules produced
by the Cryofuge. Furthermore, the understanding of the cryogenic buffer gas cell
for the production of cold molecule samples was improved, and an electrostatic trap
for 3D trapping of the slow molecule beam was installed and characterized.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

In the introduction, I will present the applications that are envisioned or already
implemented for cold molecules, and afterwards the different approaches to achieve
cooling, slowing and trapping of molecules. In the end of the chapter, I will give an
outline of the rest of this thesis that focused on the implementation of techniques
to cool, decelerate, and trap polyatomic, chemically stable, dipolar molecules, and
the investigation of their collisional properties at low energies.

1.2 Applications of cold molecules

1.2.1 Measurements of fundamental constants

Electron electric dipole moment One of the great advantages of molecules which
is already used in experiments and producing state-of-the-art results, are the big
internal electric fields of up to 100 GV/cm [MB08, SPT13]. As these fields can
be many orders of magnitude bigger than fields conventionally produced in a lab
of about 100 kV/cm, the interaction with any dipole inside the molecule is greatly
enhanced. This effect is used to search for an electric dipole moment of the electron
(eEDM). The Standard Model of particle physics predicts this eEDM to be extremely
small, less than 10−40e · cm, with e the charge of an electron. And even though the
Standard Model has been very successful in describing particle physics in great
detail, it is known to be incomplete. For example, the CP-violation provided by the
Standard Model is not enough to explain the matter-antimatter imbalance observed
in the universe [CDS12].
Theories that extend the Standard Model predict larger eEDMs, and these are
within reach of current experiments. Therefore, several groups are investigating in
this direction, pushing for measurements with a greater and greater precision.
For the experiment, the molecules are prepared in a coherent superposition of two
Zeeman sublevels. After the preparation, they interact with the electric and mag-
netic fields. Here, the laboratory electric field can be small, as it is only used to
polarize the molecules, and the internal molecule electric field is the one that in-
teracts with the electron. After the interaction, the final state of the molecule is
detected by pumping the molecule into a decaying bright state from both of the
Zeeman sublevels and examining the asymmetry. For a more detailed description,
see [Hut14, Rab16].
In recent years, the value of the eEDM found in experiments has always been con-
sistent with zero, but with a rapidly decreasing upper bound [CBC+14, HKS+11,
CGG+17]. All these experiments rely on molecules, ThO, YbF, and HfF+, respec-
tively, improving previous best results obtained in atom experiments by orders of
magnitude [RCSD02]. The latest result in [AH18] gave an upper bound to the eEDM
of 1.1 · 10−29e · cm. With this limit, some of the theories extending the Standard
Model, as for example most supersymmetric models, can already be excluded. The
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1.2 Applications of cold molecules

work to further improve this limit or to eventually measure the value of the eEDM
are still ongoing, and promise more fascinating results in the future. It is worth
to mention here that these experiments benefit from cold and slow molecules, as
the low temperature increases the population of the investigated ground state of
the molecule, and a small forward velocity increases the interrogation time of the
molecules in the beam experiments.

Search for dark matter Another idea to test physics on a fundamental level using
molecules is the detection of dark matter axions. Axion-like particles are one pro-
posed dark matter particle candidate, among others [Fen10], and are searched for in
different systems based on a microwave cavity detector or a superconducting quan-
tum interference device (Squid)[DST+06, ACH+10], without employing molecules.
These experiments were able to exclude the existence of axions in a mass range of
about 2.0 µeV to 3.5 µeV.
It was already proposed early on that molecules would be a suitable tool to detect
dark matter [ZS88], a large number of molecular radicals, diatomic and polyatomic
molecules were listed as candidates. As dark matter detectors, dipole forbidden
transitions in the molecules would be excited by the dark matter axions. While this
process is also possible in atoms, the large variety of transitions in molecules make
them perfectly suited for this type of experiments. For example, a system based on
a O2 sample cooled to 280 mK was proposed that could be sensitive to a mass range
of 1.4 meV to 1.9 meV [SBC+15]. More recently, even a very wide detection range
between 0.2 eV to 20 eV is proposed based on resonant axion absorption in molecules
[ADVT18]. All these experiments rely on a good control over the molecules under
investigation.

1.2.2 Quantum Information Processing

Quantum information processing is widely regarded as next possible big step in
information technology, as it could substantially speed up certain processes that are
extremely time consuming and difficult on classical computers. For example, Shor’s
algorithm shows how the factorization of large numbers can be finished in polynomial
time, using the power of quantum gates [Sho94]. While an implementation of this
technique can render current encryption methods useless, the setup of a “quantum
internet” could in turn provide unbreakable communication channels [Eke91].
To implement quantum gates, quantum memories, or quantum nodes, molecules
offer several advantages. Molecular states can have long lifetimes, and are therefore
suitable to act as quantum bits (qubits)[TdVR02]. In a system of a two-atomic gas
of NaK molecules, first steps towards molecules as quantum memory has been made
by demonstrating a coherence time close to 1 s [PYL+17].
As previously mentioned, molecules can posses a large electric dipole moment, and
can be controlled by electric fields which gives the ability to move them around more
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Chapter 1 Introduction

easily. Moreover, due to the dipole moment, they strongly interact with each other.
This large interaction could be used to couple single molecules acting as qubits with
each other. This idea was already suggested in 2002 by DeMille [DeM02], and devel-
oped since then. Many of the ideas start from bialkalis [LO05, JBJDL13, NRG18],
but also other diatomic molecules are considered [YKC06, KSF+16], and also bigger
ones like polyatomic symmetric top molecules are contemplated [WKFH11, SB09].

Another benefit of molecules is their strong interaction with microwave radiation
which arises from their internal rotational states. With this, they can couple to
superconducting stripline cavities [ADD+06], and as a longterm vision, hybrid sys-
tems made from mesoscopic solid state devices and single molecules become possible.
This will first require a fully quantum controlled system, and a careful choice of the
molecule species.

1.2.3 Cold and controlled collisions

Another application of cold molecules is not as a tool for further applications, but to
use the molecules themselves as study object. In contrast to molecule interactions
and reactions at room temperature and above, when a large number of internal
states are occupied and many reaction channels are available, the behavior can
change drastically when examining cold or ultracold molecules. An overview over
the prospects of cold molecules for collision studies is found in [Bal16]. Another
recent review about cold molecules and their prospects is given in [BRY17].

Astrophysics Even moderately cold samples of molecules are of interest for astro-
physics. Although most of the mass in the universe is made up of hydrogen and
helium, a variety of molecules exist in molecular clouds in interstellar space, where
temperatures typically range between 10 K and 20 K [Fer01]. Herbst and Millar
[HM08] or more recently Tielens [Tie13] give an extensive list of molecules found in
space, including the symmetric tops methanol and deuterated ammonia that were
used for this work. Methanol is particularly interesting, as it can be used to per-
form spectroscopy that sets a limit on variations of the proton-to-electron mass
ratio [BDJ+13]. Understanding the interactions between the molecules at these low
temperatures can even help to understand the process of star formation [MO07].

Quantum properties For even smaller temperatures, the quantum mechanical
properties of the molecules surface, and appear as resonances when determining
the collisions cross sections for varying collision energy. This was shown by Narevi-
cius and coworkers [HGS+12] when recording the Penning ionization rate between
molecular hydrogen H2 and metastable helium He∗. The collision energy was re-
duced by merging two beams of similar velocity, reducing the relative velocity in a
co-moving frame between the collision partners. More recently, the same technique
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1.3 Producing cold molecules

was used to observe a clear difference in scattering behavior for two different rota-
tional states of H2 at collision energies corresponding to a temperature of well below
1 K [KSS+17]. Penning ionization of merged beams was also used by Osterwalder
et al. to search for resonances in the CH3F + Ne system at energies corresponding
to 150 mK to 56 K.

Velocity map imaging Velocity map imaging was implemented by Meerakker et
al. to examine molecule-atom collisions in a crossed beam experiment [VZOV+14].
This technique is not only sensitive to the absolute velocity and direction of the
produced particle, but by considering energy and momentum conservation can also
detect the final internal state of the molecular ion. With this, they were able to
measure differential cross section for inelastic collisions of NO with He, Ne, and Ar.

Dipole-dipole interactions In 2010, the group of Ye et al. investigated the non-
homogeneous behavior of dipolar molecules, using an ultracold gas of KRb molecules
in a pancake-shaped optical dipole trap [NOW+10, ONW+10]. In this setup, they
were able to alter the interactions between the molecules by applying static electric
fields. The alignment of the molecular dipoles by electric field leads to a drastically
anisotropic interaction depending on the collision happening side-to-side or head-to-
tail. Recently, many more experiments were set up to produce ultracold molecules
out of two alkali atoms, like RbCs, NaRb, or NaK[TRS+14, MGJ+14, PWZ15,
GZL+16, SBL+18], and set out to examine long-range molecule-molecule interactions
in detail.

Notwithstanding the developments for the bialkali molecules, polyatomic molecules
would be ideally suited to investigate dipole-dipole interactions. These possess a
permanent electric dipole moment and consequently exhibit a linear Stark effect,
which leads to strong interactions, even at small electric fields. One of the molecules
investigated in this thesis, CH3F, was also proposed to be used to examine quantum
magnetism [WMC15].This thesis makes a step towards the understanding of these
interactions by investigating for the first time the collisions between polyatomic
molecules at a collision energy below 1 K in a 2D trap environment.

1.3 Producing cold molecules

For all the envisioned and already implemented applications mentioned above, get-
ting molecules under control and achieve cold or even ultracold temperatures is a pre-
requisite. In general, there are two different approaches to produce cold molecules.
Indirect cooling methods begin with samples of cold or ultracold atoms, and assem-
ble the molecules from the sample of atoms. This way, the established techniques
to cool atoms can be used, and the quantum optical toolbox that was developed
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Chapter 1 Introduction

over the last decades is at hand. As a drawback, this method is currently limited to
alkali dimers.
Alternatively, molecules can also be cooled directly. Here, molecules are first pro-
duced or taken from a gas bottle, and then cooled and decelerated until they can be
trapped. These direct methods work for a much wider variety of different molecules,
and therefore are the only possible way to go for some of the applications. How-
ever, the temperature and precise control achieved here cannot yet rival the indirect
cooling methods.
I will give an overview over the different approaches to molecule cooling and slowing
that are implemented or currently being developed. The focus will be on the direct
methods, as these are the ones that are realized in this work.

1.3.1 Indirect cooling of molecules

Indirect cooling of molecules starts with direct cooling of atoms. Currently, all
existing indirect cooling methods assemble molecules out of two of the five stable
alkali elements, using the standard techniques of Zeeman deceleration and magneto-
optical trapping. Some of the dimers can react exothermically in the form of
AB + AB→ A2 + B2 and are therefore not stable in molecule collisions, which re-
duces the number of possible combinations for chemically stable, dense molecule
samples [ŻH10]. Most of the current experiments employ dimers of two different
elements, as these have a large electric dipole moment.
After cooling and spatially overlapping the atoms either in optical dipole traps
[AAH+10, MGJ+14, PWZ15, GZL+16, SBL+18] or lattices [TRS+14], the atoms
have to be associated to form a molecule. This can be done by photoassociation,
where a pair of atoms is excited to a higher lying molecular state via a laser, followed
by a spontaneous decay or a stimulated emission to a stable molecule state. This
was first demonstrated in 2000 for Cs2 [FCC+98], and later for KRb [WQS+04].
Most of the experiments working on alkali dimers now employ a different idea. To
utilize the so-called Feshbach association, the unbound scattering states of the atoms
are tuned via a magnetic field in resonance with a molecular state lying close to the
dissociation threshold. At the resonance, the scattering length of the atoms diverges,
and the atoms can enter the short-lived molecular state.
The next step after photoassociation as well as after Feshbach association, is to
achieve long-lived molecules that can be used for further experiments. Therefore,
the vibrational and rotational ground state of the molecule has to be reached. This
is implemented using lasers that induce a resonant transfer to the desired state. In
the first implementations, two photons were used to induce a non-coherent Raman
transfer, but to increase the efficiency the transfer can be done coherently via a
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP). As the internal structure of the
molecules is typically complicated, and theoretical predictions of the energy levels
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1.3 Producing cold molecules

and transfer strengths are imprecise, it can be a tedious task to perform spectroscopy
to find suitable transitions for this process.

1.3.2 Direct cooling of molecules

To be able to use more diverse classes of molecules, direct cooling methods have to
be applied. When starting out with room temperature or even hotter molecules,
the choice of molecule species is not as strictly limited as for the indirect cooling
methods. For the measurements of fundamental constants, when properties of cer-
tain molecules are necessary, direct cooling of these molecules is the only practical
way. Also for collision and reaction studies, it is important to investigate molecules
that, for example, appear in interstellar space or have interesting internal properties.
And in fact, many of the direct cooling methods have been designed to be relatively
general and have few requirements on the molecule properties.

Buffer gas cooling One of the most general cooling techniques is to use a buffer
gas cell. It was first implemented to cool molecules in 1998 by Weinstein et al.
[WdG+98]. The underlying idea is to sympathetically cool the molecules via col-
lisions with a cold buffer gas, typically helium or another noble gas. When warm
molecules and cold buffer gas mix inside a cryogenic cell, the buffer gas atoms cool
down the molecules to the cell temperature that can be as low as the condensation
point of the buffer gas. When the molecule density is chosen much smaller than
the buffer gas density, the molecules cannot form ice because molecule-molecule
collisions are rare. Moreover, the buffer gas atoms can hinder the molecules from
reaching the cell walls and avoid freezing. A small output nozzle in the cell allows
the formation of a beam of the cooled molecules. With this method, including ex-
pansion cooling out of the cell into vacuum, temperatures down to about 1 K are
commonly achieved.
As the technique is very generic and relies only on collisions of the molecules with
buffer gas atoms, it can be used for several different applications. Before cool-
ing molecules, cold buffer gas was already used to cool ions [SBK+91] or atoms
[KFK+97], or even antiprotons [GFO+89]. For molecules, it can be used for rad-
icals created in a hot plasma produced by an ablation laser [ZCW+14] or a glow
source[ECF+04], or also for chemically stable molecules that can simply come from
a gas bottle [vBSM+09]. Importantly, in the buffer gas cell not only the external,
translational degrees of freedom are cooled, but simultaneously the internal vibra-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom [WGZ+16]. Due to the generality, buffer
gas cells have become a very common molecule source all over the world, and often
act as starting point for further molecule cooling or deceleration experiments. A
good overview over buffer gas cells can be found in [HLD12].
A cryogenic buffer gas cell was also used for all the experiments in this thesis. A
new simulation to understand and optimize buffer gas cells is described in chapter 2.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Stark and Zeeman deceleration Many cold molecule experiments aim to trap
molecules, to be able to interrogate them over a longer time period, or to cool and
manipulate them further. Even if cooled in a buffer gas cell, typically, the forward
velocity of the molecules is orders of magnitude to large to be trapped in feasible
electric, magnetic, microwave or optical traps. Therefore, a deceleration stage has
to be realized. Two of the decelerators that were used for molecules are the Stark
decelerator [BBM99] and the Zeeman decelerator [vdMBM08], which use a similar
underlying idea.
In the case of the Stark decelerator, first realized in 1999 [BBM99], the molecules
in a beam interact with an electric field that forms a potential hill. Upon ascending
the field, the molecules are slowed down. As soon as they reach the peak of the
potential, the electric fields are switched off, leaving the molecules with a smaller
kinetic energy. Because electric fields achievable in a laboratory environment are
much too small to stop the molecules immediately, this process is repeated many
times as the molecules propagate. Later, the scheme was improved by using ring
shaped electrodes to increase the transverse stability of the molecules during deceler-
ation. Additionally, the electrodes are switched in a way that provides a decelerated
three-dimensional trap for the molecules rather than many successive one dimen-
sional hills [OMH+10]. Miniaturized Stark decelerators have also been implemented
as microstructured chips [MCM09a].
The Zeeman decelerator also employs the idea of repeated deceleration by successive
small, fast switching potentials. In contrast to the Stark decelerators, the Zeeman
decelerator provides the potential hills via magnetic instead of electric fields [NR12].
Therefore, it is applicable to different molecule species without a large electric dipole
moment.
The fast switching of high electric or magnetic fields, the necessary timing precision,
and the large number of deceleration stages make these experiments challenging.
The reward is a setup that provides the ability to decelerate any molecule with a
suitable dipole moment to mass ratio into a narrow velocity range, and an adjustable
final velocity. Therefore, these decelerators are well suited for collision studies [JO15,
VOC+15, KSS+17], and in the case of the Zeeman decelerator and the Stark chip
decelerator can have a trap integrated at the output of the decelerator [AKS+17,
MCM09b].
One important drawback is that these types of decelerators cannot work contin-
uously, as they rely on many successive deceleration steps tailored for a molecule
pulse. If operated with a continuous source like a buffer gas cell fed from a gas bot-
tle, the efficiency becomes very low, limited by the spatial and velocity acceptance
window and switching frequency of the decelerator.

Centrifuge The centrifuge [CWB+14, Wu17] was introduced to overcome the draw-
back of non-continuous deceleration. It uses the interaction of molecules with an
electric field like the Stark decelerator, but only uses it to trap the molecules in
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1.3 Producing cold molecules

2D, that means, to guide the molecule beam. The deceleration is performed by a
centrifugal pseudo-potential, and is constructed so that most of the molecules of a
continuous beam can be decelerated. With its design it has demonstrated an input
to output efficiency of a continuous molecule beam of up to 20%. The centrifuge
was the basis for the low-energy molecule-molecule collision measurements, and is
described in greater detail in chapter 3.

Laser cooling Laser cooling of molecules is based on the same ideas as for atoms.
To be decelerated, the particles absorb a photon from a laser beam that is directed
against their propagation direction, and re-emit it in 4π. In this process, the parti-
cles lose momentum due to the photon recoil. This general process is the same for
Zeeman slowers, chirp slowers, and magneto-optical traps (MOTs) [PPM85]. Be-
cause the momentum transfer of a single photon is small, the absorption-emission
process has to be repeated many thousand times. Therefore, it is important to find
a cycling transition, so that the particle always falls back to its initial ground state.

This is possible for atoms, but proves to be a considerable challenge to find in
molecules. The problem lies in the large number of internal states of moelcules.
While the decay to different rotational states obeys strict selection rules and can be
adjusted to achieve a closed cycling transition, the decay to vibrational states is only
governed by the Franck-Condon factors (FCF) that depend on the wave function
overlap between the excited and the ground state. Some molecule species that could
fulfill the condition of advantageous FCFs were proposed [DR04, SSWY08]. All of
these molecules are radicals, and therefore not chemically stable. Hence they cannot
be purchased in a gas bottle, but have to produced directly in the experiment, for
example by laser ablation in a buffer gas cell. Even with these species, however, many
different laser frequencies are necessary to repump the molecules to the ground state
of the cycling transition to achieve enough absorption-emission cycles.

Despite these complications, the laser cooling of molecules was achieved, first for
SrF [SBD10], and later for other molecules [ZCW+14, HYS+13], and a cooling ef-
fect in 1D was even shown for a triatomic molecule species [KBM+17] or heavy
molecules [LAT+18]. MOTs for molecules were realized shortly after for SrF, CaF,
and YO[BMN+14, TWH+17, AAC+17, CDW+18b]. The first sub-Millikelvin MOT
was presented in 2016 by DeMille and coworkers [NMS+16]. Very recently, laser
cooled molecules have been loaded to a magnetic trap where the temperature was
further reduced to 50 µK [MSZD18], or in an optical dipole trap with a temperature
of 60 µK [AAB+18]. During this thesis was written, both of the experiments re-
ported temperatures of around 5 µK [CAA+18, CDW+18a]. Currently, these are the
lowest temperatures achieved for molecules by direct cooling techniques. The draw-
back of the current laser cooling experiments is the small number of sub-Millikelvin
molecules produced.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Sisyphus cooling A different approach to achieve ultracold molecules by direct
cooling is the opto-electrical Sisyphus cooling [ZMPR09]. Here, slow molecules are
extracted from a liquid nitrogen cooled nozzle via an electrical quadrupole guide.
The slowest molecules out of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution are selected by ve-
locity filtering [RJR+03, JRR+04], and loaded into an electrostatic microstructured
trap [EMS+11]. The cooling process utilizes the different Stark shifts in electric fields
for different internal molecular states, and an infrared laser pumps the molecules
back into their initial state [ZEG+12]. As the energy is extracted by the interaction
with electric fields instead of the photon recoil, very few scattering processes are
necessary compared to laser cooling. This method is tailored for symmetric tops,
and therefore is not limited to radicals. Sisyphus cooling was demonstrated for two
different polyatomic molecules, CH3F and H2CO (Formaldehyde). A temperature of
400 µK was achieved for a sample of 3× 105 molecules [PIG+16]. At the same time,
excellent internal state purity of the molecules was obtained [GPE+15, GPRZ15].
To date, this represents the largest sample of trapped molecules at a temperature
below 1 mK.
The same trap as used for Sisyphus cooling was used during the work for this
thesis. The implementation in the experimental setup, first trapping results, and
the characterization of the system is shown in chapter 4.

1.4 About this thesis

The thesis will describe the efforts of the past years to produce slow, cold, and
trapped polar polyatomic molecules. All the experiments described here are per-
formed on chemically stable molecules, that can be commercially obtained in gas
bottles, and are generally applicable to a huge variety of molecules, as they only
rely on a favorable dipole moment to mass ratio of the molecule species.
After the introduction, I will describe a simulation of the buffer gas cooling and
cell design used in the experiment in chapter 2. I will first introduce the buffer gas
cell design that was used for all the subsequent experiments. Then I am going to
introduce a new Monte-Carlo simulation based on the statistical Gambler’s Ruin
problem. A comparison to data obtained from the buffer gas cell will show that
the simulation can precisely reproduce the molecule flux obtained from the cell
depending on the buffer gas flux into the cell. This comparison is performed for two
different molecule species, CH3F and ND3, two different buffer gas species, He and
Ne, and different temperature settings. A good fit can be obtained with just one
free fit parameter.
With some additional improvements made for the simulations, it is possible to obtain
a good fit to experimentally obtained velocity distributions of the molecules. The
necessary updates to the calculations will be highlighted and explained. Due to these
results, the boosting effect of molecules out of the buffer gas cell can be understood
without need to implement hydrodynamic effects.
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1.4 About this thesis

At the end of chapter 2, I will propose a scheme to use the simulation for an opti-
mization of buffer gas cells that can considerably speed up the current trial-end-error
approach. The optimization scheme is explained on the example of finding the op-
timum cell length for a molecule trapping experiment.
In chapter 3 I will introduce the combination of the cryogenic buffer gas cell with
the centrifuge decelerator, the so-called Cryofuge. In the beginning, the appara-
tus is presented, and the characterization of the quadrupole mass spectrometer is
shown in detail. Afterwards, the results of the Cryofuge are presented, showing its
versatility to cool and decelerate different molecule species, and to produce a huge
flux of slow molecules. The large molecule flux and density in the electric guide
is demonstrated by the first observation of dipolar molecule-molecule collisions at
temperatures below 1 K. Two different molecule species with different electric dipole
moments were studied in detail. A comparison of the results to theoretical calcula-
tions and numerical simulations reach a good fit with the empirical data.
The large flux of slow molecules is perfectly suitable to be trapped in an electrostatic
trap. The addition of such a trap to the setup is shown in chapter 4. Here, the first
trapping of buffer gas cooled and centrifuge decelerated molecules is illustrated. The
combination of the system is thoroughly investigated and the trapped molecules
samples are characterized. :
In the outlook, I will discuss the immediate improvements made on the setup and
the upcoming efforts to improve the control over the molecules. Additionally, the
further prospects that may be enabled by the new experiment are considered.
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2 Buffer gas cell simulations

In this chapter I will describe simulations performed in order to better understand
the properties of the buffer gas cell. The simulations are based on a particle picture
with ballistic movement, and no fluid dynamics are regarded. However, using a
refined model employing a detailed analysis of collision properties, the boosting
effect [MSZ+09] of molecules out of the cell could be reproduced. Moreover, the
stochastic thermalization process and the dependence of the molecule flux out of
the cell on varying buffer gas densities could be fitted to experimental data. This is
shown by comparison of simulated count rates and velocity distributions of molecules
with experimental data obtained with our cryogenic buffer gas cell setup. At the
end of the chapter, I propose a method to optimize the buffer gas cell. This could
significantly shorten the currently used trial-and-error approach. Moreover, it has
the prospect to find better parameters than what can be found purely empirically.

2.1 An effusive buffer gas cell

A buffer gas cell is a widely used device to cool molecules, and relies on the simple
principle of sympathetic cooling of heavier particles via a buffer gas. But even though
the basic idea is straightforward, the details of the dynamics are not well understood.
The buffer gas cell can be operated in two fundamentally different regimes: In the
limit of low buffer gas densities in the cell, the mean free path is large compared to
the exit nozzle of the cell. In this limit, the molecules move ballistically through the
cell, performing a random walk. For high buffer gas densities, hydrodynamic effects
play a role, and can drastically change the properties of the molecules coming out of
the cell. The simulations already available consider the latter [BSH+13, DSL+17],
while the work presented here concentrates on the former, effusive regime, up to
the point of the onset of boosting, where velocity distributions of molecules are no
longer purely effusive, but are altered by molecule-buffer gas collision outside the
cell.
A phenomenological explanation of the shape of the velocity distributions of molecules
out of the buffer gas cell has been given previously [MSZ+09]. Here, the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of the thermalized molecules was adjusted by a factor exp(−b/v)
to exponentially suppress the slow molecules. In this work, b is an arbitrarily cho-
sen parameter that is fitted to the velocity distribution. With this, the approximate
shape of the boosted distributions could be analytically described. However, it could
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Chapter 2 Buffer gas cell simulations

not be used before the molecules were fully thermalized in the buffer gas cell, and
relied on a fitting parameter for every measured velocity distribution. For the sim-
ulations presented here, a single fit to experimental data is sufficient to describe the
properties of the velocity distributions of molecules out a buffer gas cell.
A cryogenic buffer gas cell consists of a cryogenically cooled copper box, the cell.
Furthermore, it needs a molecule source, which can be realized , e.g., by an ablation
source or a discharge source, but is implemented here as a small hole in the back of
the cell where molecules are fed in via a Teflon tube. Vis-à-vis the molecule input is
another hole where the cooled molecules exit the cell, the output nozzle. The buffer
gas is brought into the cell via eight holes, symmetrically arranged around the axis
of the cell. This ensures a homogeneous distribution of the buffer gas.
Due to this geometry, and the small buffer gas density used in the cell, the buffer
gas density throughout the cell is spatially constant to good approximation. Due
to the large mean free path, hydrodynamic effects do not occur, and therefore the
velocity distribution of the buffer gas atoms is spatially constant as well. In such a
cell where the conditions for the molecules do not change, the molecule dynamics
can be regarded as a random walk. This allows for the visualization via a Gambler’s
Ruin problem, as it will be explained in the following paragraphs. In the vicinity of
the output nozzle, where the mean free path of the molecules is comparable to or
even smaller than the nozzle diameter, some deviations of these simple assumptions
have to be made, which will be described later.

2.2 Simulation principles

First, the foundations of the simulations will be explained. A simple model based
on the one-dimensional Gambler’s Ruin problem is presented first, which helps to
qualitatively understand the underlying physics. To quantitatively grasp the ex-
perimental data, this analytical model is expanded to a microscopic particle model,
which traces the path of the molecules in the cell, and is implemented as a nu-
merical Monte Carlo simulation. With some additional refinements, this approach
can accurately model count rates and velocity distributions of the buffer gas cooled
molecules.

2.2.1 Gambler’s Ruin problem

The Gambler’s Ruin problem is a century old idea first described by Blaise Pascal
[Edw83] who imagines a gambler with a finite amount of capital, out of which he
places bets, in which he either doubles or loses his wager. It is easy to see that if
it is a fair game and given unlimited time, the gambler will inevitably go broke.
However, an additional question arises: Will the gambler gain a predefined amount
before he loses all his money? This question can be mapped to the problem of a
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2.2 Simulation principles

molecule in one dimension starting to diffuse from a certain point in the buffer gas
cell and performing a random walk trajectory. Can it reach the exit of a buffer
gas cell before it will go back to its input position and get lost there? As the cell
is three-dimensional, this has to be generalized to the question if the molecule can
reach the exit nozzle, or first hits the cell wall, and freezes there.
Fig. 2.1 shows a simplified sketch of the cell. The warm molecules enter the cell from
a hole in the center of the left wall of the cell, the exit nozzle is in the center of the
wall on the right. We assume that the molecules travel a distance x straight into
the cell before they are thermalized and start their random walk. This distance can
be written as x = m ·mfp in units of the mean free path mfp of the molecules in the
buffer gas environment, which is given by mfp = 1/(n · σ). Here, n is the buffer gas
density, and σ the molecule-buffer gas collision cross section. The number m can
be interpreted as the number of collisions of a warm molecule with cold buffer gas
atoms necessary to thermalize to cell temperature. The length of the cell Lcell can
be written in units of the mean free path as Lcell = A ·mfp, with the dimensionless
length of the cell A. For the 1D case, the probability of a molecule to reach the exit
is then given by the simple equation

P = m/A = m/(Lcell · n · σ) (2.1)

To correct for the 3D case, we add a factor proportional to the solid angle, under
which the molecule sees the exit nozzle with a radius of r from its starting position.
The result is then

P = m

Lcell · n · σ
r2(

Lcell − m
n·σ

)2 (2.2)

For simplification we collect the constants as a = r2/(4L2
cell) and b = m/(Lcell · σ),

and write

P = a
b/n

(1− b/n)2 (2.3)

Fig. 2.2 shows the Gambler’s Ruin model in blue, together with experimental data
in black. The same data are plotted inFig. 2.2 a) and b) in linear and logarithmic
scale, respectively. Here, the buffer gas density in the cryogenic cell is varied, and the
resulting molecule flux is recorded. A more detailed description on how the data is
taken is given below. As can be seen, the model reproduces the qualitative behavior
of the system for higher densities, where the probability of the molecules to exit the
cell is decreasing. This is also seen in experimental data, and can be understood
in the model. If the density is high, the molecules are already thermalized close to
the input, and need more and more steps on the random walk to reach the exit,
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0 m*mfp A*mfp

x L

Figure 2.1: Simplified sketch of the buffer gas cell. The molecules enter through
the center of the left wall of the cell (red arrow), and propagate towards the right,
and can eventually exit the cell through the nozzle in the right wall (blue arrow).
The length Lcell of the cell can be written in units of the mean free path of the
molecules mfp as Lcell = A · mfp. Before the molecules are thermalized, they
experience m collisions and travel a distance x = m ·mfp into the cell, where they
start the random walk process.

as the mean free path is reduced. For lower densities, however, equation 2.3 shows
nonphysical behavior, as it has a pole for n = b. In the model, this would be
the situation when the molecule is thermalized precisely at the position of the exit
nozzle.

Additionally, the number m is not well-defined, and changes stochastically for dif-
ferent realizations, while it is taken as a constant in the Gambler’s Ruin problem.
Beyond the pole at even lower densities the model cannot hold any more. In the
experiment, a buffer gas cell without buffer gas will act as a simple aperture for the
molecules, and will result in a finite and constant escape probability as long as n is
small, so that the mean free path of molecules is large compared to the length of
the cell. Moreover, the Gambler’s Ruin can only give insights about the probability
of a molecule to reach the exit nozzle, but cannot give any information about the
velocity distribution of the molecules. For this, a particle based trajectory simula-
tion is employed. However, at intermediate buffer gas densities, the Gambler’s Ruin
model is valid, and can give a simple and fast estimation of the escape probability
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2.2 Simulation principles

of molecules out of a buffer gas cell. Additionally, it provides a simple picture why
the molecule flux out of the cell changes drastically with changes in the buffer gas
density.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of experimental data and the Gambler’s Ruin model, in
linear (a) and logarithmic (b) scale. Experimental data for a cell temperature of
7 K are shown as black circles, including 1σ error bars. The according Gambler’s
Ruin model is shown as blue crosses, with a dashed line to guide the eye. The
parameters a and b are adjusted to fit the experimental data.

2.2.2 Monte Carlo simulation

For a more conclusive simulation the Monte Carlo method is used. The underlying
idea is to simulate single molecule trajectories one by one, while starting condi-
tions and scattering parameters are randomly chosen according to their occurrence
probability.

Underlying assumptions

As a basis for the simulation, some assumptions are made:
• Molecules entering the cell have a velocity distribution according to Maxwell-

Boltzmann. The input temperature used in the simulation is the one read
from the temperature sensor at the molecule input line next to the cell input.
This means that the molecules do not enter the cell with a directed motion,
but diffuse from the input hole.

• Buffer gas atoms have a velocity distribution according to Maxwell-Boltzmann.
The temperature is given by the cell temperature measured in the experiment.
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Chapter 2 Buffer gas cell simulations

The temperature is spatially constant throughout the cell volume. This is
a good approximation, as the buffer gas density is typically higher than the
molecule density, and therefore the warm molecules do not have a large impact
on the buffer gas atom sample.

• The buffer gas density is homogeneous throughout the cell. The cell is con-
structed with eight symmetrically arranged buffer gas inputs to achieve a ho-
mogeneous density. Hydrodynamic effects that could locally vary the density
are not considered. We will see that the validity of that assumption breaks
down for high densities, when the simulation results deviate from experimental
data.

• Molecule-molecule collisions are not considered. As soon as the molecules
have entered the cell, the molecule density is small compared to the buffer gas
density.

• Molecules that hit the cell walls are lost from the simulation. In reality,
molecules would stick and freeze when hitting the cell wall, as their freezing
point is a lot higher than the cell temperature for all parameters considered
here. Possible reflections of molecules off the walls are ignored.

• The internal structure of the molecules is not considered. All the collisions
will be considered purely elastic, cooling of internal degrees of freedom can
therefore not be simulated.

• The scattering angle between a molecule and a buffer gas atom is distributed
homogeneously in 4π in the center of mass frame. This approximation is
acceptable, as many collision will happen for each molecule diffusing through
the cell. Therefore, any preferred scattering direction is averaged out before a
molecule reaches the output nozzle of the cell.

• The collision cross section does not change while the molecule propagates. A
change in collision cross section, for example due to the decreasing collision
energy as the molecules are decelerated, is not considered.

• The collision cross section for the simulation is a priori arbitrarily chosen. As
it only appears in combination with the buffer gas density to define a mean
free time between two collisions, it can be used as a free fitting parameter
when comparing the numerical to the empirical results.

Fig. 2.3 shows the buffer gas cell that is used for the experiments shown in this
chapter, and which is reproduced in the simulations. The same buffer gas cell is also
employed for the subsequent experiments of guiding, decelerating and trapping of
molecules. The relevant parameters are the cell temperature Tcell, the molecule line
temperature Tmol, the length of the cell Lcell = 2 cm, its diameter dcell = 1.7 cm, and
the radius of the exit nozzle rnozzle = 1 mm. The size and position of the QMS is not
directly relevant for the simulation, but plays an important role when comparing
the simulation results to experimental data. As only molecules in a certain solid
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angle can be detected, only molecules leaving the cell in this angle in the simulation
will be considered.

QMS

Cryocooled to ~7K

Molecule 
Inlet

Bu�er Gas 
Inlet

Bu�er Gas Cell
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3.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of the buffer gas cell as used for the count rate
measurement for varying buffer gas densities. The relevant sizes are shown. The
drawing is not to scale. For the velocity distribution measurements, a 90◦ guide
with a radius of 20 cm is added after the exit nozzle, and the QMS is placed after
this guide.

Simulation process

I will now describe the general scheme for the simulations. The refinements of the
simulation necessary to get velocity distributions that match the experimental data
are explained in the next section.

The molecules are treated one by one. Before the trajectory starts, the molecule
starting velocity is randomly picked with a probability following a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. The direction is randomly selected from a solid angle of 2π. The start-
ing position for all molecules is the center of the left wall of the cell.

For the first step of the molecules, the current mean free path rmfp is calculated from
the constant mean free time between two collisions. The actual distance rpath the
molecule travels before a collision occurs is then randomly selected with a probability
following the Beer–Lambert law, P (rpath) = 1/rmfp · exp(−rpath/rmfp).
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Then, the molecule is propagated in a straight line along its velocity direction for the
distance rpath. For the collision process, a velocity and direction of the scattering
partner is chosen. It is picked randomly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
with the temperature of the cell and the mass of the buffer gas atoms. The scatter-
ing process itself is considered elastic, and therefore kinetic energy and momentum
are conserved. The one free parameter in the process, the scattering solid angle in
the center of mass reference frame, is randomly chosen from a homogeneous dis-
tribution over 4π. After the scattering, the molecule has obtained a new velocity
vector, and the process starts over. The position and velocity of the molecule after
each scattering process is recorded, so that a full trajectory of all molecules can be
visualized. Saving the full trajectories can be omitted to speed up the simulation
and to reduce memory requirements, if only the final position and velocity of the
molecules is of interest.

After each step, the position of the molecule is examined. As long as the molecule
is inside the cell volume, the free motion-collision process is repeated. In case the
molecule is outside the cell volume, the trajectory of the previous step is checked to
determine if the molecule left the cell through the exit nozzle, or is lost on the cell
wall. The result of this check, together with the molecule’s last position, velocity
vector, and the number of collision the molecule has experienced, is saved.

Refinements

The simulation as described in the previous few paragraphs is sufficient to under-
stand the probability of a molecule to leave the cell, and thereby the count rate
of the QMS, for a varying buffer gas density. However, to correctly reproduce the
velocity distribution of molecules leaving the cell, some refinements are necessary.

As a first step, we take a closer look at the nozzle region, were the boosting effect
arises. As described above, molecule - buffer gas collision happen in the same way
just inside the exit nozzle and further inside the cell. Outside the nozzle, the col-
lisions would stop immediately. This is obviously unphysical, as buffer gas atoms
leave the buffer gas cell together with the molecules. Therefore, the collision prob-
ability inside the nozzle should decrease as trajectories of buffer gas atoms from
the nozzle cannot appear, and molecules still collide outside the nozzle with atoms
coming out of the cell.

To implement this in the simulation, an additional check before the collision process
is integrated, whenever the molecule is closer to the nozzle than one mean free path
of a buffer gas atom inside the buffer gas environment [Bon64]. After the random
determination of the buffer gas velocity vector, it is checked if the atom comes from
the direction of the nozzle. If that is the case, the atom is ignored, the collision
is omitted, and the molecule propagates another mean free path before the next
collision can occur.
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If the molecule exits the cell through the nozzle, the collision - propagation process
is continued. However, a collision is only determined to occur if the buffer gas atom
is coming from the nozzle area. This effectively leads to boosting, as molecules are
most likely hit from behind, and are accelerated away from the cell. This process
continues until the molecule reaches a distance dboost of 2.5 cm from the cell. The
precise size of this region has an negligible effect on the outcome of the simulation,
as collisions naturally die out as ∼ r2

nozzle/d
2
boost far away from the cell, when the

solid angle covered by the nozzle area becomes small. Therefore, the fraction of
collisions missed due to the finite value of dboost is well below 1%.

Distribution of relative velocities

The mean free path of the molecule inside the buffer gas environment changes ac-
cording to its velocity. For example, even a molecule at standstill would collide
with a buffer gas atom eventually due to the motion of the atoms, therefore, the
corresponding mean free path of molecules at standstill would be zero. Therefore,
the mean free path of a molecule depends its velocity vmol . Compared to the mean
free path averaged over all molecule velocities mfpavg = 1/(n · σ), it is scaled by the
ratio of vmol to the relative velocity vrel(vmol) between the molecule the buffer gas
atoms. It can then be written as:

mfp(vmol) = vmol

vrel(vmol)
mfpavg (2.4)

Therefore, we first need to find vrel(vmol), which can be calculated by

vrel(vmol) = (π·w)−3/2
∫ ∞
−∞

dvx dvy dvz
√
v2
x + v2

y + (vz − vmol)2 exp
(
−v2

x − v2
y − v2

z

w

)
(2.5)

Here, vmol is defined in z-direction, without loss of generality. w describes the width
of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and is given as w = 2kBTBG

mBG
, where TBG is

the temperature of the buffer gas, mBG the mass of a buffer gas atom, and kB the
Boltzmann constant.

√
v2
x + v2

y + (vz − vmol)2 is the relative velocity of the molecule
and an atom of velocity (vx, vy, vz). The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the
buffer gas atoms is given by (π ·w)−3/2 exp

(
−v2

x−v2
y−v2

z

w

)
. The integral can be solved

analytically by splitting it up into transversal and longitudinal velocity components,
and separately integrating the parts for vz > vmol and vz < vmol. The final result
can then be written as

vrel(c) =
√
w

(
e−c

2

√
π

+ c · erf(c) + 1
2c · erf(c)

)
(2.6)
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where c is defined as c = vmol/
√
w, and erf(x) is the error function erf(x) =

2√
π

∫ x
0 e
−t2 dt. Fig. 2.4 shows vrel/

√
w for varying c in blue. For small molecule veloc-

ities, vmol → 0, c→ 0, vrel goes to 2
√
w/
√
π, which is the mean speed of the buffer

gas atoms, as expected. For high vmol, c � 1, the velocity of the atoms plays less
and less of a role, and vrel approaches vmol. The curve vrel = vmol is shown in red
for comparison. The deviation at small c and therefore small vmol reduces the mean
free path of slow molecules.
Including this effect in the simulation has a small impact on thermalization in the
cell, as collisions appear spatially homogeneously in an homogeneous environment.
However, outside the nozzle, this effect is essential to create the boosting effect. The
mean free path of the molecules depends on their velocity according to equation 2.4,
this means slower molecules undergo more collision events while transversing the
same distance. As described before, in this region molecules are predominantly hit
by atoms from behind. Therefore, the slow molecules experience a much stronger
acceleration effect in the nozzle region due to their reduced step size mfp(vmol).
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Figure 2.4: Unitless average relative velocity versus c = vmol/
√
σ. The asymptote

vrel = vmol is shown in red.

Another effect implemented in the simulation is the alteration of the velocity distri-
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bution of buffer gas atoms in a collision compared to the straightforward Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution. After thermalization, the molecules in the cell are on aver-
age slower than the buffer gas atoms due to their higher mass. The collision prob-
ability between a molecule and a buffer gas atom depends linearly on their relative
velocity; e.g., for zero relative velocity, two particles can never collide. Therefore,
the slow molecules collide with faster buffer gas atoms more often. This effect is
implemented in the simulation, and shown in Fig. 2.5. Here, the histogram of the ve-
locity of buffer gas atoms participating in a collision is shown in red. As comparison,
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the buffer gas atoms is given in green. The
distribution in the simulation is clearly showing an excess of fast atoms compared to
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, while the slow buffer gas atoms are missing.
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Figure 2.5: Histogram of the velocity of buffer gas atoms participating in a colli-
sion. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the atoms in the buffer gas cell is
shown in green as comparison. Due to the dependence of the scattering rate on the
relative velocity of two particles, faster atoms are favored in collisions compared
to slower ones.

Note that all these refinements do not include fluid dynamical effects. In the hy-
drodynamic regime, the properties of the buffer gas atoms after the nozzle would
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be drastically altered, compared to the assumption of a effusive source as used
here [TW77]. Most importantly, it would lead to an increase of the mean for-
ward velocity of the buffer gas. This would directly lead to an additional accelera-
tion of the molecules. This regime is not implemented in the simulation described
here, and the simulated velocity distributions cannot be brought to fit the distribu-
tions measured at high buffer gas densities. For simulations in this regime, refer to
[BSH+13, DSL+17]. However, the long standing goal to understand the depletion of
very slow molecules in a beam even at moderate buffer gas densities can be achieved,
as will be shown in the next sections.

2.3 Results of the simulation

I will now present the results of the simulation. First, Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7 show
trajectories of molecules produced by the simulation inside the cell, for low and high
buffer gas densities, respectively. The molecules start at origin of the coordinate
system, (0, 0), the exit nozzle is at (3, 0), in the center of the opposite wall of the
cell.
For the moderate buffer gas density shown in Fig. 2.6, the mean free path of the
molecules is still large compared to the output nozzle, but smaller than the cell
length. Therefore they travel about 0.5 cm into the cell before they are fully ther-
malized. Afterwards, they diffuse through the cell, until their trajectories terminate
at a cell wall. In this example, one of the molecules could exit the cell, and would
be counted as successfully cooled. A typical trajectory is shown in black for clarity.
The picture looks very different for high buffer gas densities as shown in Fig. 2.7.
Here, the same number of trajectories is depicted. However, the mean free path of
the molecules is very short, and therefore, they thermalize very close to the entry
nozzle. As expected from the naive Gambler’s Ruin problem, most molecules get
lost at the cell walls close to the entry nozzle. Only few trajectories diffuse further
than 0.5 cm into the cell, and it is evident that the probability to exit the cell is
greatly reduced. For higher and higher buffer gas densities, more and more collision
events appear, and consequently, the computing time increases. However, even for
the highest densities considered, the simulation can still be done on a standard office
PC in reasonable time, with a computation time of up to a few days.
When comparing the results for the two different densities, it becomes apparent
that as soon as full thermalization is achieved, higher buffer gas densities will only
reduce the molecule flux out of the cell, without a beneficial effect. Therefore it is
important to chose the density correctly for the according experimental parameters
to maximize the flux of thermalized molecules out of the cell.
To visualize the thermalization effect of the molecules diffusing into the cell, Fig. 2.8
shows the evolution of the molecule velocity versus the number of molecule-buffer
gas collisions. Starting from the given Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the average
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Figure 2.6: Simulated molecule trajectories inside the buffer gas cell for moderate
buffer gas densities. Molecules enter the cell at position (0, 0). The exit nozzle of
the cell is located at (3, 0). A typical trajectory is shown in black for clarity.

velocity decreases quickly as the molecules make their way through the cell and are
decelerated by the cold buffer gas atoms. The inset shows the standard deviation
of the velocity after each collision. After about 20 collisions, the molecule sample is
fully thermalized, and the velocity distribution and its standard deviation does not
change any more. This process does not depend on the buffer gas density, but is
only determined by the molecule starting temperature, the buffer gas temperature,
and the masses of the molecules and the buffer gas atoms.

The thermalization of molecules in the cell can also be seen from the varying ve-
locity and angle distributions of molecules coming out of the cell at different buffer
gas densities. This is depicted in Fig. 2.9. For very small buffer gas densities, we
expect no collisions between molecules and buffer gas atoms, and the velocity dis-
tribution after the cell should be the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution according to
the molecule temperature at the start of the simulation. This is shown in Fig. 2.9a),
where the blue histogram is the velocity distribution of the molecule sample com-
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Figure 2.7: Simulated molecule trajectories inside the buffer gas cell for high buffer
gas densities. Molecules enter the cell at position (0, 0). One of the few trajectories
that reach more than 0.5 cm into the cell is shown in black. A more typical
trajectory that barely reaches 0.1 cm into the trap and is hardly visible close to
the entry nozzle is plotted in bright yellow.

ing out of the cell, and the green solid line depicts the original Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of the molecules. The angle distribution of molecules coming out of the
cell is shown in Fig. 2.9b), and clearly shows the aperture effect of the nozzle, so
that molecules can only leave the cell in a small solid angle.

For higher buffer gas densities, the molecules coming out of the cell are more and
more slowed down, as visible in Fig. 2.9c) and e). The according angle distributions
are shown in Fig. 2.9d) and f). By comparison of the velocity distributions to the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the molecules at cell temperature shown by the
red line, it the molecules are clearly not fully thermalized yet. The angle distribution
widens up as the molecules collide with more and more buffer gas atoms on the way
to the exit nozzle, so that it acts as an effusive source instead of as a aperture.

When further increasing the buffer gas density, the molecules undergo enough col-
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Figure 2.8: Velocities of molecules in the simulation versus the number of collisions
they undergo. The inset shows the standard deviation of the velocity after each
collision. The thermalization effect is clearly visible by the decrease of the average
velocity and the standard deviation up to about 20 collisions.

lisions with the buffer gas atoms to fully thermalize with the atoms. Therefore,
their velocity distribution as shown in Fig. 2.9g) is narrow, and has a even smaller
mean velocity. Again, the red line shows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the
molecules at cell temperature, which fits accurately to the simulation. Therefore,
the molecules in this simulation are well thermalized. The distribution does not dis-
play a boosting effect yet. The angle distribution of this molecule sample is shown
in Fig. 2.9h). Here, a broad distribution is visible, as expected it closely resembles
the distribution of a gas coming from an effusive source as shown in magenta.

For the highest buffer gas densities considered here, the velocity distribution of the
molecules is shown in Fig. 2.9i). Here the simulation output does not fit the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of the non-thermalized molecules at starting temperature.
Likewise, it does not fit the thermalized distribution as shown in red. The average
velocity is clearly increased, and the slowest molecules are missing. This is the effect
of boosting out of the cell at high buffer gas densities. The black curve shows the
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Chapter 2 Buffer gas cell simulations

velocity distribution of buffer gas atoms at cell temperature. As the molecules are
slower than the atoms, they are accelerated after leaving the cell. This is explained
in greater detail later in this chapter. The angle distribution for the molecules
at highest buffer gas density is shown in Fig. 2.9j). A modest narrowing effect on
the molecule beam compared to the simple effusive source is evident. This comes
from the fact that boosting happens predominantly in forward direction, leading to
smaller escape angles.

2.4 Comparison to experimental results

To confirm that the simulation can be trusted, we compare its outcome to experi-
mental data. We will check key properties of the cell, the flux of molecules coming
out of the cell, and the velocity distribution of these molecules.

2.4.1 Molecules flux from the cell

As a first test, we use a QMS in front of the cell in a distance of 40 cm and a
detection area with a diameter of 2 cm to detect the molecule flux out of the cell
when varying the buffer gas flux into the cell. For this measurement, no electrical
guide was installed. The velocity distribution of the molecules was not measured.
This experiment was repeated for two different molecule species, CH3F and ND3,
two different buffer gases, helium and neon, and different cell temperatures.
Fig. 2.10 shows the molecule flux out of the cell as detected by the QMS, for varying
buffer gas flux through the cell up to 0.8 sccm. The molecule flux of CH3F into
the cell was kept constant at 0.02 sccm. The molecule input tube temperature was
stabilized to 140 K, and the cell temperature is set to 30 K. The data point for
0 sccm helium flux was taken before the buffer gas flux was switched on. Between
recording the molecule flux for the different buffer gas flux values, the system was
left to stabilize at the new buffer gas flux. To avoid a hysteresis effect of about
5%, the buffer gas flux was scanned from low to high as well as from high to low,
and the mean value of the resulting molecule flux is shown here. The molecule flux
is monotonously decreasing with the buffer gas flux, as expected. Measured data
points are given with one sigma error bars, the solid line is a guide to the eye.
The next step is to compare this data to the simulation results. To be able to relate
the two data sets, we normalize both curves to the maximum count rate, when no
buffer gas is in the cell. Additionally, we use one free fit parameter, to connect
the buffer gas density n to the mean free path mfp of the molecules in the buffer
gas environment of the simulation. This relation is given, as mentioned before, as
mfp = 1/(n ∗σ). Therefore, we can assign an effective collision cross section σ as fit
parameter. However, it is important to keep in mind that this value is based on the
assumption of fully elastic, homogeneous, hard sphere collisions. When comparing
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Figure 2.9: Simulated velocity distributions (a, c, e, g, i) and angle distributions
(b, d, f, h, j) of molecules coming out of the buffer gas cell at increasing buffer gas
densities from top to bottom. The green lines in a), c) and e) show the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of the molecules at starting temperature. The red lines
in e), g) and i) show the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the molecules at
cell temperature. The black line in i) shows the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
of the buffer gas atoms at cell temperature. The magenta line in h) shows the
angle distribution expected for a totally effusive source. The effect of increasing
number of collisions between molecules and buffer gas atoms is easily visible.
Further details are given in the text.
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Figure 2.10: QMS signal for molecules depending on the buffer gas flux into the
cell. Data is given with one sigma error bars, connecting line is a guide to the
eye.

to other collision models that predict a large preference on forward scattering, like
the Eikonal approximation, or include inelastic effects, the value of the total collision
cross section can differ.
The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 2.11. Fig. 2.11 a) and Fig. 2.11b) show the same
set of data, in a linear scale, and in a double logarithmic scale, respectively. The
data of Fig. 2.10 is shown as green circles, the density is from simple calculations
that transfer the buffer gas flux to a density in the cell. The fitted simulation is
shown as red crosses, the dashed lines are connecting lines to guide the eye. The
fitting of σ effectively introduces a stretching or compression of the abscissa. The
fit results in a cross section σCH3F−He,30K = 2.9× 10−15 cm2.
The same experiment and simulation was repeated for a smaller cell temperature
of 7 K while keeping the rest of the experimental parameters unchanged. Here, the
experimental data and the simulation is shown as black circles and blue crosses,
respectively. It can easily be seen that for a lower buffer gas temperature, a higher
density is necessary to create the same decrease in molecule count rate. However,
this is a consequence of the changed collision dynamics, and the collision cross section
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from the fit is almost identical, σCH3F−He,7K = 3.0× 10−15 cm2.

In this data, the break down of the ballistic approximation with homogeneous buffer
gas density is visible at the highest buffer gas densities. Here, hydrodynamic effects
can enhance the extraction of molecules out of the cell, as seen in in Fig. 2.11b).
This effect cannot be explained by the model used in the simulation. In the fit to
obtain σCH3F−He,7K , these highest buffer gas density points are excluded.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of experimental data and simulation, in linear (a) and
logarithmic (b) scale. Experimental data for a cell temperature of 7 K and 30 K
are shown as black and green circles, respectively, including 1σ error bars. The
according simulation results are shown as blue and black crosses, respectively,
with a dashed line to guide the eye. The simulation is scaled horizontally to fit
the experiment, and to assign a collision cross section.

The same type of measurements and simulation were also performed for different
settings, namely for ND3 in an helium environment at different temperatures, and
CH3F in a neon buffer gas. The corresponding data and simulation results are shown
in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13, respectively. The collision cross sections resulting from
these fits are given in in Tab. 2.1. For the measurements with ND3, the starting
temperature of the molecules was set to 285 K to avoid freezing. For ND3, the
dependence of the cross section on the temperature appears to be much stronger, as
it drops by more than a factor of 2 when increasing temperature from 8 K to 47 K.
For the collision measurement between CH3F and Ne, the fitted cross section was
reduced compared to the cross section between CH3F and He.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of experimental data and simulation, in linear (a) and
logarithmic (b) scale. Experimental data for a cell temperature of 8 K and 47 K
are shown as black and green circles, respectively, including 1σ error bars. The
according simulation results are shown as blue and black crosses, respectively,
with a dashed line to guide the eye. The simulation is scaled horizontally to fit
the experiment, and to assign a collision cross section.

2.4.2 Velocity distributions

Another important benchmark for the simulations are the velocity distributions
that can be derived from it. Therefore, we install a bent quadrupole guide with
a radius of 20 cm behind the cell nozzle to separate the molecule beam from the
helium, and measure the velocity distribution by time-of-flight (TOF). Of course,
the velocity distribution after guiding around a bend is not the same as after the
cell due to the filtering effect, as described in sec. 3.1.1, and in more detail in
[SvBM+09, Mot09, Jun05, vBSM+09]. However, with the help of Monte Carlo tra-
jectory simulations we can deduce the velocity distribution at the entry of the guide
that is necessary to produce the distribution measured after. The detailed descrip-
tion of these simulations is given in [WGZ+16]. We can then compare empirical and
numerical results at the guide entrance.
The following simulations and measurements were performed for CH3F cooled by
helium at a cell temperature of 7 K. Fig. 2.14 shows the simulated and measured
velocity distributions for small buffer gas density in red and blue, respectively. Both
curves are normalized. To set the correct mean free path of the molecules in the
simulation according to the buffer gas density in the experiment, the result of the fit
as shown in Fig. 2.11 was used. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a molecule
ensemble fully thermalized to the cell temperature is shown in pink, the distribution
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of experimental data and simulation, in linear (a) and
logarithmic (b) scale. Experimental data for a cell temperature of 30 K for a
buffer gas of neon and helium are shown as black and green circles, respectively,
including 1σ error bars. The according simulation results are shown as blue and
black crosses, respectively, with a dashed line to guide the eye. The simulation is
scaled horizontally to fit the experiment, and to assign a collision cross section.

of the hot molecules entering the cell in cyan. Here, there are not enough collision
events per molecule for a complete thermalization. There is no boosting visible,
as molecules below 20 m s−1 are still present, and the peak of the distribution is
well below 100 m s−1. To be able able to understand the shape of the velocity
distribution for these low velocities is particularly important, if a buffer gas cell is
built to generate molecules that are trappable without further deceleration steps.

Fig. 2.15 shows the simulated velocity distribution obtained for higher buffer gas
densities in red compared to the experimental data in blue. The green line shows
the most probable velocity of the helium atoms in the distribution used for the sim-
ulation. In reality, the helium atoms accelerate out of the cell due to hydrodynamic
effects, and would amplify the boosting effect. This, however, is not included in the
simulation. Therefore, the density shown in Fig. 2.15f) was the highest one used, as
faster boosting cannot be reproduced with this model.

To achieve the fit as shown in Fig. 2.15, the mean free path in the simulation has
to be adjusted compared to the count rate and thermalization measurements shown
before. This fit results in a collision cross section of about 1.5× 10−14 cm2, different
compared to the 3.0× 10−15 cm2 as given in Tab. 2.1. This reason for this differ-
ence is not fully understood, but a possible explanation is that the simulation uses
a simple, hard sphere collision model, and the mismatch between the model and
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Settings Collision cross section σ
CH3F + He, 7 K 3.0× 10−15 cm2

CH3F + He, 30 K 2.9× 10−15 cm2

ND3 + He, 8 K 2.2× 10−15 cm2

ND3 + He, 47 K 8.9× 10−16 cm2

CH3F + Ne, 30 K 2.4× 10−15 cm2

Table 2.1: Collision cross sections σ for different molecules, buffer gases and tem-
peratures, obtained from fits of simulated to experimental data

reality is captured by the fitted effective total collision cross section. Here, two dif-
ferent processes are investigated: Inside the cell, the diffusion process is of interest,
while boosting is produced by a directed transfer of energy and momentum to the
molecules. Therefore, it is not surprising that the simple model with 4π homoge-
neous scattering cannot capture both effects. However, one free fit parameter for
each of the effects is enough to tailor the simulation for the specific process. A
more detailed investigation of the collisions, taking into account scattering angle
distributions and inelastic collisions, might be able to remove this discrepancy, but
is beyond the scope of this thesis.
It is important to note that this fit of the effective collision cross section for the
boosting is only done for one of the resulting velocity distributions. With this pa-
rameter the simulation can subsequently reproduce velocity distributions including
a correct boosting effect for buffer gas densities ranging over one order of magni-
tude. The measured data together with the simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.15.
A shift of the velocity distribution is clearly observed, e.g. the slowest molecules
appear at 50 m s−1 and 100 m s−1 for Fig. 2.15d) and Fig. 2.15f), respectively. The
high velocity tail reaches 150 m s−1 and 200 m s−1, respectively, much higher than
expected for a thermalized, non-boosted molecule beam.

2.5 Buffer gas cell optimization

After having explained the simulation and showed its validity, I will propose a way to
optimize the buffer gas cell, saving time compared to a purely empirical trial-and-
error approach. The optimization process suggested here follows a certain path,
suited for our setup. However, it can easily be adopted for different cell geometries,
molecule species, buffer gas species, temperatures, or other figures of merit.
Here, we will find the optimal cell length for our buffer gas cell, while keeping the
cell diameter and nozzle area and position constant. We use CH3F and helium at
a cell temperature of 7 K. Under these conditions, we want to achieve a molecule
sample that is thermalized to the cell temperature, while still avoiding boosting, at
a maximum molecule flux.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of velocity distributions obtained by simulations in red
and from the experiment in blue. Error bars show 1σ statistical error. The
cyan line shows the velocity distribution expected for molecules at the cell input
without thermalization to the cell. The pink curve shows the velocity distribution
of molecules fully thermalized to the cell temperature. The molecules are clearly
not yet fully thermalized, which is accurately tracked by the simulation.

Fig. 2.16 shows the count rate of molecules coming out of the cell versus the average
number of collisions a molecule experiences before it exits the cell, depending on
the cell length. The shape of the curves is the same as in Fig. 2.11. For close
to zero collisions, the count rate is inversely proportional to the cell length, as
the cell only acts as aperture, and a longer cell reduces its acceptance angle. For
bigger number of collisions, diffusion in the cell sets in, and the scaling is not trivial
any more. However, over the full range, a shorter cell always produces a higher
count rate of molecules for the same number of collisions. We found from previous
experiments and simulations that about 20 collisions are necessary to fully thermalize
the molecules with the cell. It appears that a cell with a length of 0.5 cm or even
shorter would be best for a high number of thermalized molecules in a beam.

However, there is another constraint: to suppress boosting. In Fig. 2.17, the average
number of collisions is depicted depending on the buffer gas density for the different
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of velocity distributions obtained by simulations and
experiment, in red and blue, respectively. a)-f) shows the results for an increasing
buffer gas density. a) is the same data as shown in Fig. 2.14. The green line
shows the most probable velocity of buffer gas atoms in a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution at cell temperature. The simulation can correctly predict the shape
of the velocity distribution over a range of one order of magnitude in buffer gas
density.

cell lengths. It is naively clear that for a shorter cell a higher buffer gas density is
necessary to obtain the same number of collisions. From previous simulations and
experiments, as shown in Fig. 2.15, it is known that boosting sets in for densities
higher than about 3× 1015 cm−3. Therefore, to still achieve 20 collisions at this
density, the cell should not be shorter than 1 cm. This would be the optimum cell
length for the given geometry and boundary conditions.
For shorter cells, the buffer gas density has to be increased even further to maintain
enough collisions for thermalization. This directly increases the boosting effect if
the nozzle diameter is kept constant. As long as the boosting is not a problem,
however, shorter cells can be beneficial. This should be the case if the buffer gas
cell is combined with a molecule decelerator, as the Cryofuge setup described in
chapter 3. Other experimental boundary conditions, like the maximum buffer gas
flux into the vacuum chamber limited by the pumping speed installed, or a possibly
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Figure 2.16: Count rate of molecules coming out of the cell versus the average
number of collisions per molecule with buffer gas atoms for various buffer gas
cell lengths. For less than one collision on average, the count rate is inversely
proportional to the cell length. For any given number of collisions, a shorter cell
results in a higher molecule count rate.

accelerated freezing of the buffer gas cell are not considered in the simulation, and
difficult to predict without empirical testing. For the rest of this thesis, the idea of
a shorter cell is not implemented. However, efforts in this direction are currently on
the way.
Similar optimizations can be performed for different parameters or cell geometries.
Only one setup in the lab is required to fix the total collision cross section for the
simulation as described previously. The simulations shown in Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17
took about 10 hours to complete on a standard office PC. Therefore, the tedious and
time-consuming setup of different buffer gas cells can be considerably shortened.
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Figure 2.17: Average number of collisions per molecule versus the buffer gas den-
sity in the cell for various buffer gas cell lengths. For shorter cells, a higher buffer
gas density is necessary to obtain the same number of collisions. For a desired
minimum of 20 collisions to achieve thermalization and a maximum density of
3× 1015 cm−3 to avoid boosting, the cell should not be shorter than 1 cm.
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3 Cryofuge

In this chapter I will describe the experimental setup and the measurements per-
formed on our Cryofuge. Cryofuge is the name given to the combination of a CRYO-
genic buffer gas cell and the centriFUGE decelerator, which both have been described
previously [CWB+14, Wu17, SvBM+09, vBSM+09]. I will first briefly introduce the
main components of the system, the electrostatic quadrupole guides, the buffer gas
cell, and the centrifuge. I will also introduce the quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMS), our detection device, together with its issues when used in time resolved
measurements. I will then present the results from the setup, including character-
ization and calibration measurements. This will show the versatility of the device.
The Cryofuge is able to decelerate different species of molecules, works on vari-
ous input velocity distributions and can be easily optimized for different purposes,
e.g., trapping of molecules or collision experiments. In the last part of the chap-
ter, the results from our molecule-molecule collision experiments are reported. This
includes the description of our measurement scheme, the theoretical background of
the measurement, and the comparison of the experimental findings with theoretical
predictions.

3.1 Setup

3.1.1 Electrostatic quadrupole guides

The workhorse of the setup is the electrostatic quadrupole guide. It was used before,
and is described in detail in various papers and theses. Here, I will only briefly
present the basic concepts and equations necessary to understand the following
experiments. For a description in greater detail, please refer to [SvBM+09, Mot09,
Jun05, vBSM+09].

The molecules we use possess a permanent electric dipole moment ~d, which depends
on their internal state. In an electric field ~E, they experience a potential V = −~d · ~E.
The molecular states we guide have their EDM anti-aligned with the electric field,
and therefore the potential minimum is at a electric field minimum. These molecules
are called low-field seekers. By using high voltages applied to electrodes arranged in
quadrupole configuration, we achieve a line-shaped electric field minimum that the
molecules follow.
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In a straight guide, the molecules are trapped transversely, and can move freely along
the axis of the guide. With the Stark shift EStark at the saddle point between the
electrodes given by EStark,max, the maximum transverse velocity at which molecules
can still be guided is given by

vt,max =
√

2EStark,max/mmol (3.1)

EStark,max linearly depends on the voltage applied to the guide electrodes.
However, in a bent guide, the centrifugal force, and consequently also the lon-
gitudinal velocity vl, plays a role. This force is given by mmolv

2
l /R, where R

is the bend radius. The longitudinal cut-off velocity is then given by vl,max =√
E ′Stark,max ·R/mmol with the maximum slope of the Stark shift E ′Stark,max. As-

suming a perfect quadrupole potential, we can estimate this as

vl,max ≈
√
EStark,max/r ·R/mmol (3.2)

with r the inner guide radius. With this simple model, the qualitative behavior of
the system can be described. For a rigorous quantitative analysis, a Monte-Carlo
simulation can be employed.

3.1.2 Layout of the Experiment

The layout of the experiment was planned on the basis of previously existing setups,
and is a combination of two well-established molecule experiments of our group.
The buffer gas cell and the centrifuge are described in detail in two theses [Som11]
and [Wu17], respectively. Both experiments were designed using the electrostatic
quadrupole guide. The two experiments were joined by linking the output of the
buffer gas cell setup to the centrifuge, and use it as a source for the centrifuge.
Fig. 3.1 shows the technical drawing of the setup. On the right, the vacuum chamber
housing the buffer gas cell is visible. Compared to the system described in [Som11],
the vacuum chamber now has a rectangular cross section for easier accessibility, and
is dubbed “Cryochamber”. The molecules are guided from the cold cell to the edge
of the cryochamber by a guide with a 90° bend at a radius of 20 cm.
The guide section between the bend guide in the cryochamber and the centrifuge is
referred to as “Connection Guide”. The voltages on this guide can be controlled inde-
pendently from the Cryochamber guide and the centrifuge. Thereby the transversal
trap depth can be adjusted, and it will be used to adjust the molecule density in
the guide for collision measurements.
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Figure 3.1: Technical drawing of the cryofuge setup. The cylindrical vacuum
chamber containing the centrifuge is visible on the left, the rectangular chamber
containing the buffer gas cell on the right. The vacuum tube connecting the two
chambers contains the electric guide .

The centrifuge itself is unchanged compared to [Wu17], a short description is given
in sec. 3.1.4. At the exit, a straight guide with a length of 46 cm is attached to act as
a TOF range, allowing us to measure the velocity distribution of the molecules. As
in previous experiments, a QMS (Pfeiffer QMG 700) is used to detect the molecules
a few millimeters after the exit of the TOF guide.

Fig. 3.2 shows a photograph of the vacuum setup, with the cold source on the left
and the centrifuge on the right side.

Several turbo pumps help to maintain the vacuum in the system. Additionally, the
cold, charcoal-coated surface around the buffer gas cell provides additional pumping.
The pressure is highest in the cryochamber, at just below 1× 10−6 mbar during
operation, due to the flux of buffer gas and unguided molecules into the vacuum.
The rest of the system is separated by a differential pumping section, which allows
to maintain the pressure in the centrifuge at below 1× 10−8 mbar. At the QMS
detection region, an additional ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump help
to maintain a pressure around 5× 10−10 mbar. The low pressure is particularly
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important here to reduce the background count rate.

Figure 3.2: Photo of the cryofuge setup. The vacuum chamber housing the buffer
gas cell is visible on the right. The circular vacuum chamber on the right holds
the centrifuge setup. The QMS is not visible.

A sketch of the buffer gas cell was already presented in chapter 2, and is shown in
Fig. 2.3. This setup has been used with slight variations for previous experiments
using buffer gas cooled molecules. The cell consists of a copper cylinder with a
diameter of 3.5 cm and a length between 1 cm and 2 cm, depending on the cell being
used in the effusive or supersonic regime. The length of the cell can be easily changed
by adding or removing parts from it. It is optimized to achieve a large molecule flux
in a suitable velocity range. The molecules are transported into the cell through a
Teflon tube which is thermally isolated from the cell and stabilized to a temperature
just above the freezing point of the molecules. The buffer gas feed line is precooled
to the cell temperature, allowing a low cell temperature to be maintained, as well
as to thermalize the buffer gas atoms before they enter the cell. The buffer gas is
delivered by eight symmetrically arranged holes in the cylinder wall vertical to the
molecule input, to obtain a homogeneous buffer gas distribution inside the cell. The
output nozzle is placed in the center of the plane opposite the molecule input hole,
with a diameter of 2 mm.

3.1.3 QMS Space Charge Effect

The QMS used for all experiments described in this thesis uses a cross beam electron
impact ionizer to produce the molecular ions. The electron beam is produced by a
hot cathode, and vertical to our incoming molecule beam, as well as to the mass
filter of the QMS. Several parameters have to be carefully adjusted to achieve a high
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detection efficiency. In this section I will discuss the setting of two parameters in
detail, the electron emission current controlling the electron flux in the ionization
volume, and the cathode voltage, controlling the kinetic energy of the electrons.
A high electron emission current leads to a high electron density in the detection
region, and therefore to a higher detection efficiency. Unfortunately, a high electron
density can also lead to a delayed detection of the molecular ions generated by the
electron beam. This effect has been seen before [BH93, BMV74], and was attributed
to a space charge effect that can temporarily trap the ions in the detection region.
Therefore, the measured velocity distribution would appear to contain more slow
molecules. This is detrimental to the good timing precision necessary to measure
the velocity of the molecules with the TOF technique.
To avoid these artifacts, the electron emission current was reduced far enough to
prevent the space charge trapping of ions. Fig. 3.3 a) shows the velocity distribu-
tion of the molecules after the centrifuge taken with two different emission currents,
0.06 mA and 0.12 mA in blue and red, respectively. All other settings were un-
changed. The velocity distributions appear identical, as expected. Unfortunately,
these emission currents are drastically reduced compared to the 0.6 mA, which is
recommended for general application by the manufacturer. Thereby, the detection
efficiency of the QMS is reduced, and measurement times increase.
A similar space charge effect could occur for high enough ion densities in the de-
tection region. The envisioned collision experiment depends on measuring molecule
velocity distributions for various molecule densities. Therefore, we have to assure
that the detection efficiency of the QMS does not depend on the molecule/ion den-
sity in the detection region for the relevant settings. To check this effect, we shift the
QMS detector away from the end of the guide, increasing the distance from 24 mm
to 36 mm. All other settings were unchanged. This reduces the molecule density
at the QMS position as it covers a smaller solid angle of the emerging molecule
beam. Fig. 3.3 b) shows the point-by-point ratio of the two velocity distribution.
The constant ratio for all velocities measured confirms the linear response of the
detector.
After completion of the collision measurements, we found a different way to suppress
the unfavorable space charge effect. The electron density ne inside the ion source of
the QMS is given by

ne = Iemi/(A · ve) (3.3)

with the emission current Iemi, the cross-sectional area of the electron beam A and
the velocity of the electrons ve. Instead of decreasing the emission current to reduce
the electron density, the velocity of the electrons can be increased. This can be set
by the cathode voltage Vemi of the QMS, because ve ∝

√
Vemi. To test this, the

guides to the QMS are switched on at time t = 1 s, and the evolution of the signal
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Figure 3.3: a) Velocity distributions taken for different QMS electron emission
currents. The blue curves show the data taken at 0.06 mA, red the data for
0.12 mA. Error bars shows 1σ statistical errors. b) Point-by-point ratio of velocity
distributions taken with the QMS at different distances from the guide, 24 mm
and 36 mm, changing the molecule density in the detection region. The constant
ratio shows the independence of measured velocity distributions from the molecule
density, for otherwise identical experimental parameters.

is recorded. This is repeated for different emission currents, 0.12 mA, 0.56 mA and
0.8 mA, and two different cathode voltages, 20 V and 40 V. The resulting curves
normalized to their final value are shown in Fig. 3.4. The full signal is shown in
the inset. The fast rising signal is the TOF signal, and could be used to obtain a
velocity distribution. Here, the focus lies on the settling of the signal, which can be
delayed by the space charge effect, and the zoom of this detail is shown in the main
part of the figure. Error bars are omitted for clarity.

The blue, purple and red curves show the data for smaller cathode voltage of 20 V,
for an emission current of 0.12 mA, 0.56 mA and 0.8 mA, respectively. For the low
emission current, the signal settles immediately, as expected. For the higher emission
current of 0.8 mA, however, the signal level takes more than 5 s to settle, starting
from about 90% of its final value. At the intermediate value of 0.56 mA the effect is
already strongly suppressed, but still visible. The settling time is reduced to about
3 s, and the signal level before settling reaches 98% of its final value.

The result for the higher cathode voltage of 40 V and an emission current of 0.8 mA is
shown in yellow. The combination of cathode voltage and emission current is chosen
so that the electron density in the detection area is the same as for the measurement
with a cathode voltage of 20 V and an emission current of 0.56 mA according to
equation 3.3. As seen in Fig. 3.4, these two measurements shown in purple and
yellow give the same results, as expected. Therefore, an increased cathode voltage
can be used to suppress the space charge effect instead of a reduced emission current,
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leading to a better detection efficiency.

Unfortunately, this was not know when the data shown in the rest of this chapter
was taken. However, it will be used for further molecule collision measurements in
the trap, where the preparations are shown in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.4: Signal settling for different electron emission currents and different
cathode voltages. The guides are switched on at time t = 1 s, and the full curves
are displayed in the inset. The main figure shows a zoom in to the data to show the
signal settling after the fast increase due to time-of-flight of the molecules. The
data for smaller cathode voltage of 20 V and for an emission current of 0.12 mA,
0.56 mA and 0.8 mA are shown in blue, purple, and red, respectively. A settling
with an amplitude of about 10% is clearly visible for the highest emission current.
The data for larger cathode voltage of 40 V and for an emission current of 0.8 mA
is shown in yellow. Here, the settling effect is identical to the purple curve, as
expected for identical electron density according to 3.3. Error bars are omitted
for clarity.

The delayed detection of molecules due to a space charge effect in the QMS are
currently still investigated. Apart from the dependence on the cathode voltage and
the emission current, evidence for a dependence on molecule ion density was found.
However, the effects are not yet fully understood.
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3.1.4 Centrifuge

The Centrifuge was already comprehensively described previously. Here, I will
briefly describe the important features. For more details please refer to [Wu17,
CWB+14].
The basic principle of the centrifuge is to provide a potential hill, where molecules
convert their kinetic into potential energy. The potential is given as ECentrifugal =
−m

2

(
~Ω × ~r

)2
, with m the mass of the decelerated particle, Ω the rotation speed of

the centrifuge, and the distance from the rotation axis ~r.
A sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.5. The electrostatic guide is bent in a
spiral shape, here shown in red and blue, which is optimized to decelerate molecules
smoothly. The spiral is rotating to provide the centrifugal potential. The molecules
are brought into the rotating spiral by a static quadrupole guide with a sharpened
endpoint, dubbed “Injector”, shown in green and yellow. The static electrode in
yellow around the periphery of the spiral together with the rotating long tail of the
spiral in red ensures guiding of molecules until they reach the spiral, and enables
a quasi-continuous operation. In the center of the spiral, the molecules are guided
out of the rotating plane by the exit bend, so that they leave the centrifuge along
its rotation axis. While the radius of the centrifuge R is fixed at 20 cm, and m is
given by the molecule we want to decelerate, we can set the height of the centrifugal
potential by choosing Ω. This adjustability is crucial to be able to use the centrifuge
for different molecules, different buffer gas cell settings, and to produce different
output velocity distributions.
Fig. 3.6 shows an illustration of the shifting velocity distribution of the molecules
depending on the centrifuge speed Ω. The bottom curve shows the input velocity
distribution, which is unchanged, as the centrifuge is at standstill. Nevertheless, the
fastest molecules (in red, part A) are lost before they can reach the spiral part of the
centrifuge: they are too fast to be guided around the bend formed by the periphery
of the centrifuge with a radius of 20 cm, following equation 3.2. These molecules
will be lost for any rotation frequency. The blue part (labeled B) of the curve is lost
due to the same velocity filtering effect at the exit bend. This bent sets a tighter
limit to the molecule velocity, as it has a smaller radius of 5 cm. The portion of
molecules lost here can be reduced or even eliminated by operating the centrifuge at
higher Ω, as seen in the other curves. The green part (labeled C) of the molecules
can exit the centrifuge. In this setting, the centrifuge acts as a simple velocity filter
for molecules. As typical for molecules from a buffer gas cell, very slow molecules
are missing due to the boosting effect.
The middle curve shows the centrifuge operation close to the optimum. After the
prefilter cut-off, the molecule velocity is shifted towards smaller velocities, the por-
tion of molecules in B is reduced, and the number of molecules in C is enhanced,
producing molecules down to 0 m s−1. The molecules in the orange part of the dis-
tribution (labeled D) cannot escape the centrifuge due to their insufficient initial
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Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of the centrifuge. Static parts are in green and
yellow, rotating parts in blue and red. Sizes are not to scale

kinetic energy. These molecules cannot reach the center of the centrifuge with the
highest centrifugal potential, propagate back towards the buffer gas cell, and are
eventually lost.

The upper distribution shows the output velocity distribution of the molecules for
an even higher rotation speed. The blue part of the curve is completely eliminated,
but also the number of molecules exiting the centrifuge in the green part is greatly
reduced, and most molecules are sent back towards the source. However, the number
of very slow molecules close to 0 m s−1 is still increased compared to the middle curve.
This shows that the centrifuge has to be optimized, depending on the required
output velocities of the molecules, e.g., maximum total flux or maximum flux of
slowest molecules.

Note that the velocity distribution broadens as it is shifted towards slower and
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slower velocities. This comes from the fact that a purely conservative potential is
employed. Therefore only deceleration, but no cooling, can take place, and the phase
space density has to be conserved. We find a efficiency of the centrifuge of about
10%− 20% for optimized settings, depending on the input velocity distribution.
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Figure 3.6: Velocity distributions for varying centrifuge speeds Ω. The part of the
distribution shown in red is lost due to the prefilter cut-off, the part in blue is lost
due to the exit-bend cut-off, the orange section is lost due to insufficient initial
energy of the molecules. The green part can exit the centrifuge and is usable for
further experiments.

3.2 Characterization

With the main principles of the Cryofuge briefly summarized, the characterization of
the setup will be presented in this section. To quantify the molecule flux and density,
the calibration of the QMS will be explained. The dependence of the outcoming
molecule beam on the buffer gas cell settings, the centrifuge speed and the guiding
voltages will be explored. To demonstrate the versatility of the Cryofuge setup,
deceleration for several different molecule species will be presented.

3.2.1 QMS Calibration

To be able to quantitatively understand the results of the Cryofuge, we first need
to calibrate our QMS. This calibration will be used to convert the count rate of
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registered ions cr at the detector to the flux of molecules f in the beam. The con-
version factor depends on a number of parameters and experimental settings. The
molecule species affects the sensitivity of the QMS, the molecule velocity defines the
time a molecule spends in the detection region, and the distance between the QMS
and the end of the guide together with the escape angle of the molecules determine
the percentage of molecules that reach the detection volume. To understand our
measurements, all these factors need to be taken into account. In the following, one
example for such a calibration will be shown; for the subsequent parts of the thesis,
whenever absolute molecule numbers or densities are given, it will be on the basis
of such a calibration.
The first part of the calibration is to connect the QMS count rate to the density of
particles in the detection region. Because this strongly depends on the QMS settings,
it has to be remeasured whenever these are changed, or when parts of the QMS or
its electronics are replaced. It is, however, valid for any QMS position relative to
the molecule beam, and for all beam velocities. To measure this sensitivity of the
QMS, we introduce molecules into the QMS vacuum chamber, and record the ion
count rate. At the same time, we record the pressure in the vacuum chamber on a
separate hot cathode gauge. Fig. 3.7 shows a typical linear relationship between the
pressure and count rate. The blue squares display the measured values, the red line
a linear fit to the data. The offset of the curve results from the non-zero pressure in
the vacuum chamber before the start of the calibration, which arises from molecules
and atoms of different mass, not detected by the QMS. This offset does not have
an impact on the following calculations. The slope of the fitted curve directly links
the QMS count rate to the molecular density in its detection region. Employing the
ideal gas law and the manufacturer-given molecule sensitivity of the gauge, we link
the count rate to a molecular density n in the detection volume of the QMS by a
proportionality constant cmol, n = cmol · cr.
The next step is to evaluate the beam spread of the molecules between the guide
exit and the QMS. A small gap between the electrostatic guide and the QMS is
necessary to avoid electrical discharges, therefore, inevitable, some of the molecule
will miss the QMS, and are not detected. The probability of a molecule to hit
the QMS depends on its longitudinal and transversal velocities. As the transversal
velocity distribution of the molecule beam is set by the guiding potential, the biggest
influence is the average longitudinal velocity of the molecular beam. Therefore, we
repeat this measurement whenever the velocity distribution changes considerably.
To be able to measure the size of the molecule beam, the QMS is mounted on a 3D
translation stage. We set the experiment to produce the molecular beam properties
of interest, and then shift the QMS in two dimensions perpendicular to the molecular
beam. The result of such a scan in one dimension is shown in Fig. 3.8. The blue
points show the scan for a centrifuge decelerated beam, the red points show a post-
selection by the TOF technique on molecules slower than 20 m s−1. The blue and
red solid curves are Gaussian fits to the data as guide to the eye. As expected, the
slower beam spreads more than the fast beam, for an identical translational velocity
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Figure 3.7: Density calibration of the QMS. The recorded count rate of the QMS
is plotted as blue squares against the density in the vacuum chamber. The red
line is a linear fit to the data. The slope of the curve is used as calibration factor
cmol. The offset of the curve results from the non-zero background pressure, and
does not have an impact on the calibration.

distribution. From this measurement we can infer what portion of the molecules miss
the QMS, giving a geometric correction factor cgeo. From the TOF measurement
we know the average velocity of the molecules vave. With this information, we can
calculate the flux of molecules as

f = cr · cmol · cgeo · vave

3.2.2 Optimization of buffer gas density and centrifuge rotation
frequency

After we established a way to quantify the molecule flux out of the centrifuge, we now
examine the dependence of the resulting molecule beam on the buffer gas density
in the cryogenic cell, and the centrifuge rotation speed. As mentioned before (see
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Figure 3.8: Normalized QMS signal level for different QMS positions, in one di-
mension. Blue points show the data for the full molecule beam, red points the
result for molecules slower than 20 m s−1. The blue and red lines are Gaussian fits
to the data.

Fig. 3.6), the rotation speed has to be optimized for each input velocity distribution
independently. As the velocity distribution of molecules out of the cell changes
drastically with the buffer gas density, this optimization process is done multiple
times. As we are not only interested in a high absolute flux of molecules, but
specifically in slow molecules, we measure velocity distribution for all settings. Thus,
we can always readjust the centrifuge settings to achieve maximum flux for certain
velocity classes of molecules. A particular interest is in molecules with a kinetic
energy of less than 1 K, as this is roughly the trap depth we are able to achieve with
the electrostatic trap [EMS+11, ZEG+12].

When we perform the centrifuge frequency scan for several different buffer gas den-
sities, we obtain Fig. 3.9. In a), we plot the total flux of molecules against the
centrifuge rotation speed for different buffer gas densities, while in b) we only count
molecules below 20 m s−1. In red, the flux for the case of no buffer gas is shown.
Here, the buffer gas cell does not cool the molecules, and the average molecule input
velocity is too high to be effectively decelerated. Nevertheless, an increased flux is
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visible for high rotation speeds.
For the lowest buffer gas density investigated here, the molecule flux is shown in
pink. With this setting, we achieved the highest total flux as well as the highest
slow flux. This would suggest that the lowest possible density of buffer gas would
produce the most slow molecules. However, other effects begin to dominate at lower
densities. For even lower buffer gas densities, the internal states of the molecules
are not thermalized to the cryogenic buffer gas cell, even though the translational
degrees of freedom might be. This was investigated before, and presented in detail
in [WGZ+16]. Moreover, for lower densities, the buffer gas does not effectively keep
the molecules away from the cell walls. This leads to a faster formation of molecule
ice at the cell nozzle, and ultimately a drastically reduced measurement cycle.
For higher buffer gas densities, the boosting effect of molecules out of the buffer gas
cell is evident from the fact that higher and higher rotation speeds are necessary to
obtain the maximum molecule flux. When comparing Fig. 3.9a and Fig. 3.9b, it is
apparent that higher rotation frequencies are required to achieve ideal conditions to
create slower molecules, as expected.

Figure 3.9: Molecule signal after the centrifuge, versus rotation speed, for different
buffer gas densities in the cryogenic cell. Figure a) shows the total signal, figure b)
only molecules slower than 20 m s−1. The peaks for the slow signal appear at higher
rotation frequencies. Higher buffer gas densities result in stronger boosting, and
require higher rotation frequencies to achieve ideal deceleration. Without buffer
gas (red circles), the molecules are hardly cooled and too fast to be completely
decelerated.

Fig. 3.10 shows a 2D map of velocity distributions of CH3F for various centrifuge
rotation speeds from standstill to 45 Hz. The buffer gas cell is operated in the
effusive regime, with the Helium flux into the cell fixed at a value of 0.5 sccm,
corresponding to a buffer gas density of 1.6× 10−15 cm−3 in the cell. At this flux, the
internal states of the molecules can thermalize to the cell temperature, as was shown
previously ([WGZ+16]). The figure shows the molecule line density per velocity class,
comparable to Fig. 3.6. The white dashed line at 86 m s−1 marks the peak velocity of
the input molecular beam. The black dashed line corresponds to 1 K kinetic energy
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for CH3F at 22 m s−1. Several interesting features are visible in this figure. The
cut-off velocity for the centrifuge exit bend guide is at about 100 m s−1 for CH3F,
which explains the lack of signal for faster molecules, even for Ω = 0 Hz . For a
non-rotating centrifuge, there are no molecules slower than 22 m s−1 in the beam.
Additionally, the total flux of molecules after the centrifuge is rather small. When
gradually increasing the rotation frequency, the peak of the velocity distribution is
shifting to smaller and smaller velocities. The absolute flux of molecules increases
up to an optimum at about 28 Hz, and then decreases. When trying to get a high
flux of molecules < 22 m s−1, however, the signal still increases when increasing the
centrifuge speed up to 32 Hz. The curve measured at 45 Hz resembles the highest
rotation frequency curve in Fig. 3.6: The tail of the velocity distribution is below
the cut-off velocity, but the overall flux is already strongly decreased. When we
compare the output flux at optimum settings to the input flux, we find an efficiency
of the centrifuge of about 20%.
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Figure 3.10: Velocity distributions for various centrifuge rotation speeds, as color
plot. Each line of the plot is a velocity distribution taken for a certain rotation
frequency. The position of the peak of the input distribution is shown as white
dashed line. The black dashed line corresponds to 1 K kinetic energy. For higher
rotation speeds, the peak of the velocity distribution shifts to lower velocities.
The output flux first increases for higher speeds, then decreases. The maximum
flux is found at 28 Hz.

By using a supersonic buffer gas beam, the internal temperature of the molecules
can be reduced even further. At the settings used here, the internal temperature
was measured to be below 3 K, see ([WGZ+16]). However, the molecules from a
supersonic expansion will be faster than from an effusive source. This ultimately
limits the efficiency of the centrifuge. Fig. 3.11 a) shows the comparison between
the input and output velocity distributions of the centrifuge with the buffer gas cell
operated in the supersonic regime. The error bars represent a 1σ statistical error.
Neon is used as a buffer gas at a flux of 7 sccm, while the cell temperature is stabi-
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lized to 17 K. The input data in red is scaled by a factor of 0.2, and fitted with a
Gaussian curve. The fit indicates a peak velocity of 165 m s−1 and a velocity spread
corresponding to an energy of (3.3± 0.1) K in the co-moving frame. The blue output
curve is overlaid with the expected output obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation.
The blue shaded area shows the molecules with an energy corresponding to less than
1 K. Here, the centrifuge was operated at a considerably higher rotation frequency
of 62 Hz. With the supersonic beam, the centrifuge achieves an efficiency of ap-
proximately 8%. The reduced efficiency comes from the increased input velocities,
which results in poorer guiding ability of the bend guide. A centrifuge optimized
for supersonic input beams should therefore employ a larger radius. The decline
of signal towards zero velocities is due to the gap between the centrifuge output
and the TOF guide: The transversal velocity of the molecules is not reduced in the
centrifuge, and leads to a larger divergence angle for very slow molecules. This is
confirmed with Monte Carlo trajectory simulations.
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Figure 3.11: a) Velocity distribution at the input and output of the centrifuge
in red and blue squares, respectively. The buffer gas cell was operated in the
supersonic regime. The input curve is scaled by a factor of 0.2 for clarity. The red
dashed line is a Gaussian fit to the input distribution. The black curve is a Monte
Carlo simulation, taking the input distribution and centrifuge deceleration into
account. The red shaded area shows the molecules that end up with a longitudinal
velocity > 0 m s−1. b) Flux of slow molecules versus centrifuge rotation speed, for
different buffer gas cell settings. The black and blue curves are measured with a
Helium flux of 0.5 sccm, a cell temperature of 6.5 K and a molecule flux of 0.2 sccm
and 0.1 sccm, respectively. The red curve is measured for the cell in supersonic
regime, with 7 sccm Neon flux, 17 K buffer-gas cell temperature, and 0.1 sccm
molecule inflow. The red curve is scaled up by a factor of 20 for visibility.

The main purpose of using the centrifuge decelerator is the production of slow
molecules that can be trapped in an electrostatic trap. Fig. 3.11 b) shows the flux
of these slow molecules versus the centrifuge speed, for different buffer gas cell
settings. Error bars represent a 1σ statistical error. The blue diamonds depict the
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flux for the boosted cell, with a Helium flux of 0.5 sccm, a cell temperature of 6.5 K,
and a molecule flux into the cell of 0.1 sccm. The peak at about 30 Hz is clearly
visible. When even higher molecule densities or fluxes are desirable, the molecule
flux into the cell can be increased to 0.2 sccm, the data is shown in black. This
hardly changes the velocity distribution, and the position and shape of the peak,
but increases the count rate. The drawback, however, is the reduced operational
time before the buffer gas cell has to be heated up, as molecule ice forms faster
at the cell nozzle. Therefore, the data in Fig. 3.10 was taken at 0.1 sccm molecule
flux. The red curves shows the flux of slow molecules for the supersonic cell, 17 K
buffer-gas cell temperature, 7 sccm Neon inflow, 0.1 sccm molecule inflow, scaled up
by a factor of 20. The flux obtained for the supersonic setting is clearly smaller
than for the boosted regime. Nevertheless, if minimal internal temperature of the
molecules is crucial, the supersonic beam can be advantageous. For the rest of this
thesis, were high molecule densities are essential, the effusive regime is used.

3.2.3 Demonstration of versatility: deceleration of various
molecule species

We have shown that the centrifuge can decelerate a beam of molecules cooled in a
cryogenic buffer gas cell. The data shown up to here were all obtained for only one
molecule species, Fluoromethane (CH3F). However, cryogenic buffer gas cells have
proven to be extremely versatile, as they do not depend on molecular properties like
their internal energy structure. Therefore, they have been used for a great variety
of different molecule species. The range reaches from small, light and chemically
stable molecules like deuterated ammonia (ND3) ([vBSM+09]), through heavy rad-
icals as Strontium fluoride (SrF) or Thorium oxide (ThO) ([BSD11, VCG+10]), to
big biological molecules like trans-cinnamaldehyde ([ZBMS15]), just to name a few.
The guiding technique and the centrifuge deceleration rely only on the interaction of
the molecule with a static electric field. Therefore, it is limited to uncharged particles
with a reasonably large dipole moment to mass ratio. This a weak precondition,
and many different molecules fall into this category. We prove the versatility of the
Cryofuge by decelerating a number of diverse molecule species. Symmetric tops are
typically best suited, but it is not a necessary requirement, as the deceleration of
methanol (CH3OH) and isopropanol (C3H8O) shows.
A typical example for molecules that are suited for buffer gas cooling and decelera-
tion in the Cryofuge is the previously mentioned CH3F. The dipole moment of 1.9 D
and mass of 34 u makes it well-suited for guiding, and consequently for centrifugal
deceleration. Therefore, we often use it as first example in our measurements. Ad-
ditional molecules chosen and their relevant properties are displayed in Tab. 3.1.
For ND3 and trifluoromethylacetylene (CF3CCH), both symmetric tops just as
CH3F, a similar flux of molecules of about 1× 1010 s−1 with a kinetic energy corre-
sponding to below 1K was achieved. Out of the molecules mentioned in this thesis,
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CF3CCH is likely to be best suited for subsequent Sisyphus cooling ([ZEG+12]), as
shown in [ZMPR09], while ND3 is expected to have beneficial collision properties.
Therefore, considerable effort was used to achieve a high flux for these molecules.
The other molecules were used to show the deceleration of non-symmetric tops, and,
in the case of methanol, to show the deceleration of molecules which are important
in astrophysics ([SBGH13]), or could be used to measure variations in the proton-
to-electron mass ratio [BDJ+13]. As there are no immediate plans for further use of
these molecules in our experiment, the optimal experimental parameters were not
thoroughly investigated here. The main limitation was the low vapor pressure even
at room temperature. We expect that such issues could be resolved by addition of
an supplementary heater at the molecule inlet tube.

Species Dipole moment [D] Mass [u] Slow flux [s−1]
CH3F 1.9 34 1.2× 1010

ND3 1.5 20 1.0× 1010

CF3CCH 2.4 94 1.0× 1010

CH3OH 1.7 32 3× 108

C3H8O 1.7 60 1× 108

Table 3.1: Properties and maximum achieved flux of slow molecules for various
species. The dipole moment is given in Debye D, the mass in atomic mass units
u, and the flux of molecules below 20 m s−1 in molecules/s.

3.3 Collisions in the guide

With the high density of slow molecules in the electrostatic quadrupole guide, we
are now able to observe molecule-molecule collisions at a low energy. In this sec-
tion, I will first present the theoretical foundation for the measurement, and an
estimation on the effect we expect to see. Afterwards, the experimental scheme will
be explained. In the end, the collision results will be shown and compared to the
calculations.

3.3.1 Theoretical background

There are many different approaches to observe particle collisions. For this experi-
ment, we aim to observe losses, which are a side effect of molecule-molecule collisions
in our system. The basic consideration is that the probability for a molecule to be
lost from the guide due to collisions ploss is higher for slower molecules, as the time τ
spent in the guide before reaching the detector depends inversely on their velocity,
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τ ∝ 1
v||
. As the collision rate is constant over time in a continuous beam as produced

by the Cryofuge, the loss rate increases for slower molecules, ploss ∝ 1
v||
.

Different mechanisms can contribute to losses due to collisions. Elastic collisions
can redistribute kinetic energy between the longitudinal and transversal directions.
As the average total kinetic energy of the molecules is bigger than the transversal
trap depth, this redistribution can lead to a loss of molecules. This can be pictured
as billiard ball like collisions, were fast molecules “kick out” the slower ones. An
artists view of this process is depicted on the title page of this thesis.
The second mechanism is inelastic, state-changing collisions that can contribute in
two different ways. If the internal state of the molecules is redistributed randomly
in an inelastic collision, it can go from its initially low field seeking to a high field
seeking state. For these molecules, the guide no longer acts as a guide, but expels
them. Furthermore, if molecules are transferred to energetically lower lying states
during the collision process, the excess energy is transferred to translational energy,
so that the molecules can overcome the guiding potential.
As all these mechanism show up as signal loss from the guide, and we have not
used a method to distinguish these two mechanisms, we are not able to distinguish
elastic from inelastic collisions. The explanations and calculations given here follow
the descriptions in the supplement of [WGK+17].
If a molecule is lost via an elastic collision depends on many different parameters.
The transversal position in the guide defines the potential the molecules experi-
ence during the collision, and consequently the transversal trap depth, as does the
transverse velocity of the collision partners. Their relative longitudinal velocity to-
gether with the scattering angle determines how much of the longitudinal energy is
transferred to transversal energy.
As the large number of relevant parameters make exact calculations unfeasible,
Monte Carlo simulations are used. To do so, we first have to investigate the initial
distributions of the molecules in the guide. For the transversal kinetic energy and
spatial distribution, a linear electric field strength distribution and linear Stark shift
are assumed, ignoring the non-linear field distribution at the edges of the guide as
well as quadratic contributions to the Stark shift. With this a assumption, phase-
space volume arguments give an transversal energy distribution ∝ v5

⊥, where v⊥ is
the transverse velocity of the molecule. The position distribution of a molecule can
be written as R(ρ) ∝ ρ(ρ0 − ρ),with the radial position of the molecule ρ and the
inner radius of the guide ρ0. The probability for a collision to occur at a position
ρ is then ∝ R(ρ)2/ρ = ρ(ρ0 − ρ)2. The ρ in the denominator is to account for the
azimuthal coordinate of the molecules.
From this starting distribution, two collision partners and a collision position are
randomly chosen. For a given relative longitudinal velocity vz,rel and a given scatter-
ing angle θ, the resulting velocities of the collision partners is computed, assuming
a purely elastic process. If the transverse energy of a molecule after the collision ex-
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ceeds the guiding potential depth, the molecule is considered lost. It is important to
note that both molecules have the probability to get lost during one collision event.
In order to avoid double counting, our model only includes the loss probability of
one of the two. With this, we obtain the loss probability for a molecule, for a given
vz,rel and θ. The result is shown in Fig. 3.12a). As expected, the loss probability
increases for higher relative velocities as well as for bigger scattering angles, as both
result in a higher transfer of energy. The longitudinal velocity distribution is known
from TOF measurements, and when taking this into account, the loss probability
dependent on the scattering angle Ploss(θ) can be plotted, see Fig. 3.12b).
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Figure 3.12: a) Loss probability of a molecule in an elastic molecule-molecule
collision versus relative longitudinal velocity vz,rel for various scattering angles θ.
b) Loss probability versus θ, for the vz-distribution measured in the experiment.

To derive the distribution of the scattering angle θ, the eikonal approximation is
used. This semi-classical approach strongly favors forward scattering processes,
resulting in a small energy transfer. The differential cross section can be calculated
depending on the relative velocity. The result is shown in Fig. 3.13a). The decrease
of the cross section for increasing vz,rel, and also the dramatic decrease for even
moderate scattering angles θ is obvious. As before, the known vz distribution enables
us to calculate the averaged differential cross section for our molecules shown in
Fig. 3.13b). Note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. From this it becomes
clear that most collisions are at small scattering angles, and will not lead to losses.
From all these numbers we can finally work out the theoretical loss rate of the
molecules kth,el.

In contrast to elastic collisional losses, the losses due to inelastic collisions do not
depend on molecule velocities or scattering angles, making the calculations consid-
erably simpler. We estimate the inelastic collision rate by the Langevin capture
model, as summarized in [BS09]. If the internal states of a molecule are randomly
distributed after an inelastic collision, the molecule has ∼ 50% probability to end
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Figure 3.13: a) Differential cross section of the molecule-molecule collision as func-
tion of vz, calculated based on the eikonal approximation. b) Collision cross sec-
tion versus scattering angle, for the vz-distribution given in the experiment.

up in a high-field seeking, non-guided state. Therefore we assume one of the two
collision partners is always lost during each inelastic collision event.

3.3.2 Effective length of the guide

In sec. 3.3.1 we showed how to find the loss rate of molecules with a given longitu-
dinal velocity in the guide. To compare to the relative loss signal we get from the
experiment, we also need to know the distance the molecules travel in the guide.
In the straight TOF guide after the centrifuge the molecule travel with a constant
velocity in a fixed molecule density. The length of the guide is simply given by the
physical length, LTOF. However, molecules can already experience lossy collisions
inside the centrifuge. If we ignore this and set this effective length in the centrifuge
Leff to zero, it overestimates the collision rate in the TOF guide. To find a realistic
value for Leff , we have to include the changing molecule density in the centrifuge
n′ and the changing loss rate k′th, resulting from the changing velocity distribution.
The effective length of the centrifuge is Leff = n′

n

k′
th
kth
τ vz, and LTOF + Leff will be

used as effective total distance traveled by molecules, assuming the constant density
n and constant loss rate kth.
The transient time τ is numerically calculated from the known spiral shape of the
molecule trajectory and the input velocity. Using the conservation of energy in
the rotating frame, the velocity distribution at any point in the centrifuge can be
calculated analytically, and the result is shown in Fig. 3.14a).
The molecule density inside the centrifuge is altered by two different effects: The
conservation of flux, and the losses of molecules at the centrifuge exit. As the
flux is constant, the deceleration leads to an increase in molecule density. At the
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Figure 3.14: a) Velocity distributions of the molecules inside the centrifuge at
different distances r from the rotation axis. Curves obtained by numerical calcu-
lations. The decelerating effect for decreasing r is clearly visible. b) Calculated
guiding efficiency of the centrifuge output. Filtering at the small bend radius
reduces the efficiency for fast molecules, while the open gap between the rotating
and the static guide opens a loss channel for slow molecules.

exit of the centrifuge, the exit bend with a radius of 0.5 cm is the smallest bend
radius in the setup, and therefore contributes the smallest cut-off velocity in the
system. Additionally, at the transition from the rotating to the static guide, the
slowest molecules are prone to be lost at the 1.2 mm gap. These two effects can
be predicted by trajectory simulations and the resulting efficiency of the centrifuge
output depending on the molecule velocity is depicted in Fig. 3.14 b). With this,
the molecule density in the centrifuge n′ can be deducted.

The loss rate k′th can be calculated from the average relative velocity in the beam
inside the centrifuge, which is extracted from the varying velocity distributions
shown in Fig. 3.14a). The final result for Teff and Leff are plotted in Fig. 3.15a) and
Fig. 3.15b), respectively. For molecules leaving the centrifuge at 10 m s−1, which
make up most of the collision signal, Leff is about 27 cm, smaller than the length of
the TOF guide, LTOF = 46 cm.

For the estimation of Leff , the calculation neglects the molecule loss along the spiral
guide inside the centrifuge. This loss could be due to filtering as the bend radius of
the spiral becomes smaller and smaller, or from mixing of longitudinal and transver-
sal velocity in the rotating frame. Both effects should be small, as the centrifuge
was designed to guide all molecules that survive the prefilter bend. This leads to
a small underestimation of n′, and thereby of Leff . In the end, this leads to an
underestimation of the expected loss rate.
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Figure 3.15: a) Effective collision time Teff of molecules inside the centrifuge,
weighted by the varied density n′ and collisional loss rate k′th. b) The correspond-
ing effective guide length of the centrifuge Leff .

3.3.3 Setting the molecule density

As mentioned, we expect to observe molecule-molecule collisions via velocity depen-
dent losses. We require a technique to measure velocity distributions of molecules
coming out of the centrifuge. To see the loss of slow molecules due to collisions,
we need a reference velocity distribution without any, or very few collisional losses.
This can be found by determining the velocity distribution at lower molecule den-
sity. The most straightforward way to vary the density in the guide is to adjust
the flux of molecules into the buffer gas cell. This directly changes the flux and
density of molecules, as seen in Fig. 3.11b). However, changing the molecule flux
slightly changes the buffer gas cell temperature as well as the boosting effect on the
molecules, which in turn alters the velocity distribution. The effect is small, but
difficult to predict accurately. Consequently, we choose a different method to change
the molecule density.
To reduce the molecule density in the guide, we employ our electrostatic guiding
technique. Reducing the guiding potential in the straight guide in front of the
centrifuge removes transversely fast molecules as shown in equation 3.1, thereby
reducing the density. This does not effect the longitudinal velocity distribution. In
combination with a bent guide however, velocity distribution variations are possible,
but these changes are much easier to predict. Specifically, it is possible to numeri-
cally simulate this effect accurately with the help of Monte Carlo simulations. Here,
I will present a qualitative explanation of the modified velocity distribution, and the
quantitative result of the simulations.
Fig. 3.16 a) shows the potential energy versus the transverse position in the straight
guide for different guide voltages typically used in the experiment, 10 kV and 1 kV, in
black and gray, respectively. The inner guide radius is given as ρ0. These two curves
are independent of vz. In the bend guide with a radius R, R � ρ0, however, the
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effective potential is deformed by the centrifugal force, as depicted in red. This kind
of bend is used to guide the molecules out of the buffer gas beam into the connection
guide. The deformation of the potential reduces the effective transversal trap depth
by the centrifugal energy Ecen = −mv2

zρ0/R, which depends on the longitudinal
velocity. This velocity dependent reduction of the 2D trap depth is also depicted
in Fig. 3.16 b) in red. Here, the velocity independent trap depths of the straight
guide at different voltages is shown in black and gray. If a molecule beam is now
pre-filtered in the bend guide by the red curve, a reduction of voltages in the straight
guide, going from the black to the gray curve, leads to vz-dependent loss of molecule
signal.
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Figure 3.16: a) Potential curve versus radial position in the guide. The black line
shows the potential in a straight guide for high guiding voltages of 10 kV, gray
line for a straight guide at low voltages of 1 kV, red in a bend guide with a high
voltage of 10 kV. b) Transverse trap depth versus vz. In the straight guide the
trap depth does not depend on vz, shown in black and gray for 10 kV and 1 kV
guiding voltage, respectively. The red curves shows the 1/v2 dependence for a
bend guide due to the centrifugal force.

This effect is quantified by Monte Carlo simulations, as they were used and described
in [WGZ+16]. Fig. 3.17 shows simulated point-by-point ratios of vz-distributions
with guiding voltages 10 kV and 1 kV on the straight quadrupole guide, respectively,
for CH3F . Fig. 3.17 a) shows the ratio for the relevant velocities before the cen-
trifuge, Fig. 3.17 b) shows the same ratio, after the molecules are decelerated by a
centrifuge with a rotation frequency Ω = 33.5 Hz. The blue squares show the results
from the Monte Carlo trajectory simulations, the red lines are smoothing curves.
Note that this effect results in a relative signal reduction of fast molecules for high
densities. Therefore, it cannot be misinterpreted as the real collision signal, but
could only mask the sought-after effect. The simulations are performed for CH3F
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and ND3, the two molecule species we use for the collision measurements.
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Figure 3.17: Simulated point-by-point ratios of velocity distributions, for high or
low guiding voltage, in blue. Solid red lines are smoothing curves. a) shows the
ratio for the input distributions, b) the ratio after the centrifuge for the decelerated
beams.

3.3.4 Collision measurements

We are now prepared to take data that shows collisional loss for slow molecules.
Fig. 3.18 shows the measured point-by-point ratios for the velocity distributions
recorded for guiding voltages of 10 kV and 1 kV and consequently different molecule
density in the guide. Here, the examined molecule is CH3F, cooled in the buffer
gas cell in the effusive regime. The data in red, blue, and green show the ratios
for molecule density differences in the guide of 7.7× 108 cm−3, 1.8× 109 cm−3, and
2.4× 109 cm−3, respectively. The different density differences were obtained by vary-
ing the molecule flux into the buffer gas cell, but keeping the same voltages on the
connection guide for high and low densities. The simulated velocity distribution
ratio without collisional losses P0, as shown in Fig. 3.17b, is shown by the black
dashed line in Fig. 3.18, normalized to fit the high velocity tail of the experimental
data. For all molecule densities, a clear signal of velocity dependent loss is visible.
This effect is also more pronounced for higher densities. The shape of the ratios
P can be described by the simple model P = P0 exp(−α · kth,loss · n · L/vz), where
kth,loss is the theoretically expected loss rate, n the molecule density difference, L
the total effective distance the molecules cover inside the guide, and α the only free
fit parameter. Using this model, we fit to the data to find the solid red, blue and
green lines in the Fig. 3.18. With an averaged dipole moment for the internal state
distribution of CH3F of dCH3F = 0.56 D, using the process described in sec. 3.3.1,
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the theoretical expected loss rate is kCH3F
th = 7.7× 10−10 cm3/s at an average col-

lision energy 0.8 K × kB,with the Boltzmann constant kB. The fit gives a value of
αCH3F = 1.4± 0.1, deviating from a perfect fit to theory by 40%.
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Figure 3.18: Collision measurement for CH3F. The black dashed curve shows the
theoretically expected curve without molecule-molecule collisions due to velocity
dependent filtering. The other curves are obtained by taking point-by-point ratios
of velocity distribution measured at different molecule densities, set by switching
the guiding voltage at the connection guide between 10 kV and 1 kV. The density
differences for the red, blue, and green curves are 7.7× 108 cm−3, 1.8× 109 cm−3,
and 2.4× 109 cm−3, respectively. The densities are adjusted by changing the
molecule flux into the buffer gas cell. The solid lines are fits to the data with one
free parameter. Error bars depict 1σ statistical errors.

The same measurement can be performed for ND3. The results are shown in figure
Fig. 3.19. Here, the averaged dipole moment is dND3 = 0.77 D and the expected
loss rate kND3

th = 1.3× 10−9 cm3/s at an average collision energy of 1.1 K× kB. The
data was taken for a density difference of 2.1× 109 cm−3. The fit to this curve gives
αND3 = 1.6± 0.3. Notably, αCH3F and αND3 agree within their error bars. Therefore,
we attribute the main reason for this discrepancy to a global effect. This can come
from an underestimation of the density of molecules in the guide, stemming from
uncertainties in the calibration, or the imprecision of the theoretical models.
It is interesting to note that according to the simulations, although the total elastic
cross sections are large, calculated to be σelCH3F = 2.0× 10−12 cm2 and σelND3 =
2.5× 10−12 cm2, the loss ratio is small: Only about 1 in 17 elastic molecule-molecule
collisions lead to detectable loss.
To underline the fact that we indeed examined the long-range dipole-dipole in-
teraction of our chemically stable polar molecules, we compare the dipolar inter-
action strength Vdd(r) = −d2/4πε0r3 to the van der Waals interaction strength
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Figure 3.19: Collision measurement for ND3. The black dashed curve shows the
theoretically expected curve without molecule-molecule collisions due to velocity
dependent filtering. The blue triangles show the ratio of velocity distributions
taken at a density difference of 2.1× 109 cm−3. The solid red line is a one param-
eter fit to the data. Error bars depict 1σ statistical errors.

VvdW (r) = C6/r
6, with the van der Waals C6 coefficient and the intermolecular

distance r. The C6 coefficients for CH3F and ND3 can be estimated to 100 and
55 atomic units, respectively, using the London formula [AF11]. At an interaction
distance of 4 nm to match the observed loss cross section of σloss = 0.5× 10−12 cm2,
the dipole-dipole interaction strength dominates by a factor of ∼ 200. The mea-
sured collision rate of 10 Hz implies a thermalization rate in the order of 1 Hz for
the investigated molecule sample.
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4 Electrostatic microstructured trap

The Cryofuge was set up to achieve a large flux of cold and slow molecules. The suc-
cessful implementation was described and demonstrated in chapter 3. The density
of molecules in the electric guide was large enough that collisions could be observed
even for the short time the molecules spent in the TOF guide after the centrifuge.
A trap would drastically increase the interaction time between the molecules, and
enable much more detailed collision studies. When the Cryofuge was designed and
build, it was always optimized to produce molecules that can be trapped in the
electrostatic trap that was demonstrated before [EMS+11].
The setup of the trap is now successfully realized. The system and the most im-
portant features will be described in the first part of this chapter. Afterwards I
will describe the efforts that were undertaken to maximize the number of trapped
molecules, and thereby the molecule density for collision experiments. To conclude
the chapter, I will show the measurement of the trap lifetime at different settings and
demonstrate the “RF-knife” method to measure energy distributions of molecules
in the trap.

4.1 Setup

First I will describe the setup used for trapping molecules cooled and decelerated
by the Cryofuge.

4.1.1 Principles of the trap

A detailed description of the electrostatic trap has already been shown in [Zep13,
EMS+11], therefore, I will only briefly show the most important information neces-
sary to understand the following chapter. The description follows the one given in
[EMS+11]. For more information about the trap, refer to [EMS+11, Eng13, ZEG+12,
Zep13].
Fig. 4.1a) shows a schematic top view of the trap. The trap is designed to be easily
integrated into the quadrupole guide setup. Molecules arrive through the quadrupole
guide from the left, and reach the trapping region, where two of the electrodes bend
to form the perimeter electrodes around the trapping region to create a 2D trap.
This part of the trap is dubbed “ring electrode”. The other two electrodes of the
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quadrupole guide that are omitted in this figure are terminated when they reach
the microstructure, which is schematically shown in red and blue. Above and below
the ring electrode, two parallel metal coated glass substrate layers form the plates
of a plate capacitor. That capacitor structure can be used to apply a homogeneous
electric field (“offset field”) in the trap. The two halves of the trap, divided by
the black dashed line in the figure, can be controlled individually. This gives the
possibility to open a loss channel for the molecules.
To keep the molecules away from the two plates, and to provide a trapping potential
in the third dimension, the electrodes on the plates are microstructured to support
two electric voltages with opposite polarities. A side view can be seen in Fig. 4.1c).
The alternating electric potentials on the plates create a high electric field close to
the plate, that decays exponentially towards the center of the trap. On the edges
of the plates the electrodes are curved back into the trap to avoid escape ways
for the molecules. A close-up of this region is shown in Fig. 4.1b). The shape of
the electrodes and the ratios of the applied voltages are optimized to minimize the
space in the trap where the electric field goes to zero. These zero field points are
problematic, as molecules do not have a defined orientation relative to the electric
field vector, and can flip their state from low-field seekers to high-field seekers, and
get lost from the trap. This event is called Majorana flip, and is a similar mechanism
as for example for atoms in magnetic traps [BMK+89].

4.1.2 Layout of the setup

The trap is a necessary addition to the Cryofuge setup to achieve longer molecule-
molecule interaction times to make detailed studies and further cooling possible.
As both the Cryofuge as well as the trap are based on the electrostatic quadrupole
guiding technique, the combination is rather straightforward. In principle, the trap is
simply inserted into the guide between the exit of the centrifuge and the QMS. A side
view on the additional part of the setup in the technical drawing is shown in Fig. 4.2.
On the left, the cut through the centrifuge is visible. It is unchanged compared to
the Cryofuge setup. The molecules exit at the center of the centrifuge, and are first
guided through a differential pumping section. Subsequently, the molecules advance
through a piece of guide that is formed in a shape of an ’s’, therefore dubbed s-
piece. The voltages on this section can be controlled independently from the straight
sections before and after. These voltages are used to set the cut-off velocity according
to equation 3.2, following the ideas of [SMC+10]. The next straight guide delivers
the molecules to the trap. In doing so, it bridges a part of the vacuum chamber
that is held by an elastomer that is designed to decouple possible vibrations of the
centrifuge from the trap. Before and after the trap the molecules pass additional
differential pumping sections, before they travel through the TOF section and are
detected by the QMS.
The vacuum between the centrifuge and the trap is achieved by a turbo pump. To
achieve even lower pressures, different pumping technologies are used. The trap and
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Figure 4.1: Schematic picture of the trap, from different perspectives. a) shows
a top view of the trap, as it is integrated into the quadrupole guide. b) shows
the detailed shape of the electrodes in the edge region of the trap. The bend
of the electrodes back towards the trap center closes possible loss channels for
the molecules. c) shows a side view of the trap, displaying the glass substrate
plate, the microstructured electrodes charged to opposite polarities +Vµ and −Vµ
lead to a high electric field close to the plates, which forms the desired box-like
potential. The perimeter ring electrodes that generate the trapping potential in
plane. The ring electrode voltage is adjusted to be three times the microstructure
voltage. An offset voltage −Voffset and +Voffset is applied to the electrodes on the
top and bottom electrodes, respectively. This offset produces a homogeneous field
between the plates to avoid Majorana flips. Figure is taken from [EMS+11].

QMS regions are only connected to the centrifuge chamber via differential pumping
sections. The vacuum is improved by an ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump
each in both the trap chamber and the QMS, which are again separated from each
other by a differential pumping section. A low pressure is necessary in these parts
for different reasons. In the trap chamber, a high background pressure could reduce
the lifetime of the molecules in the trap. In the QMS chamber, a low background
pressure results in a low background count rate which is important to reach a high
signal-to-noise ratio in our measurements. With this setup, we reach pressures of
8× 10−11 mbar and below in both, the trap chamber and the QMS chamber. These
pressures are fully sufficient for the planned purposes.
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Figure 4.2: Technical drawing of the trap setup. From left to right: Centrifuge and
centrifuge exit guide, s-piece guide for velocity filtering, straight guide through
vibration isolation, trap chamber and trap, TOF guide, and QMS detector. Dif-
ferential pumping sections are highlighted in red.

4.1.3 RF connection to the trap

To gain control over the internal states of the molecules and to measure their energy
distribution in the trap, radio frequencies (RF) are necessary and are applied to two
of the ground planes of the microstructure. In a previous setup used in [GPE+15],
this connection was done via high voltage feed-troughs and kapton isolated copper
wires. This limited the frequency that could efficiently be applied to about 6 GHz.
In our setup, the RF is fed into the vacuum via a ultra high vacuum compatible
SMA feed-through, and to the trap by a coaxial cable. Only the last few centimeters
are bridged by single-stranded wires. As presented later in this chapter, this enables
us to manipulate the molecules at considerably higher frequencies.

4.2 Characterization of the combined setup

With the new setup in place, I will now show different characterization and opti-
mization measurements, to understand its properties and to reach its full potential.
The aim is to trap the maximum number of molecules possible, which leads to a
high density in the trap, and therefore a larger interaction rate. This is important
for more detailed molecule collision studies.
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4.2.1 Typical trapping sequence

Here I will explain the typical sequence we use in our experiments. A typical run of
the experiment consists of three parts: Loading the trap, trapping and manipulating
the molecules, and unloading and detecting the molecules. In between two runs, we
briefly switch off all guides and the trap for 0.2 s to get rid of lingering molecules,
that potentially increase the background signal for the next run.

During the loading process, all guides up to the trap are switched to guiding con-
figuration, to achieve the maximum number of molecules inside the trap. The TOF
guide between the trap and the QMS is set in guiding configuration, but with a
high offset compared to the trap. Therefore, molecules that are slow enough to be
trapped are still reflected at the gap between trap and guide. Faster molecules, how-
ever, that cannot be trapped, can still be guided towards the detector. This effect
of reflecting slow molecules at a gap in the guide will be explained in sec. 4.2.2. It
will be used to maximize the number of trapped molecules, while having access to
the molecule signal during the full experimental sequence. The signal of molecules
that pass straight through the trap is referred to as “straight signal”, and can be
used as reference to understand long term drifts of the system during the day as it
does not depend on the settings during trapping.

To go from the loading to the trapping configuration, the guide in front of the trap
is switched off. This stops molecules from reaching the trap, and provides an offset
voltage in the gap between the guide and the trap. During trapping, the voltages
on the trap can be changed when switching from loading to trapping. This can be
used to increase the trap depth, and therefore the lifetime. The trapping time is
freely adjusted, or even completely omitted.

During the unloading process, the voltages on the TOF guide are set to fit the trap
voltages. Molecules can escape the trap through the TOF guide towards the QMS.
The voltages and unloading time are adjusted to maximize the resulting signal for
a given measurement. To measure velocity distributions of the molecules coming
out of the trap, the TOF guide is switched on and off multiple times during the
unloading process. With this technique, the rising signal that contains the TOF
information to calculate a velocity distribution can be obtained several times per
experiment run, which ultimately leads to a decreased measurement time, or smaller
statistical error bars.

For some of our measurements, the signal is rather small, and we have to carefully
pay attention to background signal. Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to determine
the count rate on the QMS while the system is switched off: the background count
rate also depends on how many molecules have reached the detection chamber, or
even the trap chamber, in previous experimental cycles. Therefore, in a sequence of
repeated measurements, the background can change over time. To clearly distinguish
trapped signal from background, we add another run to the experiment, which
is called “half trap measurement”. For that, we repeat the same sequence again,
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but only one half of the trap is switched on. On the other half, below the black
dashed line in Fig. 4.1a), all microstructure electrodes are grounded, and therefore
cannot provide a trapping potential. The number of the molecules reaching the trap
and QMS chamber as straight signal, however, is identical. The difference in the
unloading curves for the full trap and half trap measurements is used as pure trapped
signal. Tab. 4.1 shows a short summary of the different parts of the sequence.

Guides before trap Trap structure TOF guide
Loading On, no offset On/Half On On, with offset
Trapping Off On/Half On On, with offset
Unloading Off On/Half On On, no offset
Recover Off Off Off

Table 4.1: Summary of the guide settings for a typical measurement run. Offset
is always defined compared to the trap voltage. The “Half On” setting of the trap
is used to accurately measure the background count rate, if necessary. “Recover”
is used to reset the system to its low background count rate, and to expel all the
molecules from the guides before the next run.

Fig. 4.3 shows the raw signal of a typical measurement sequence. The loading time
is set to 6 s. The fast signal increase within about 100 ms is from the time-of-flight of
the molecules that have to pass the guides and the trap before they can be detected
by the QMS. Afterwards a slower increase on a timescale of about 2 s is visible.
This is generated by the build up of molecule density in the trap, that can affect
the QMS count rate as molecules manage to escape the trap. For the last seconds
of loading the trap, the build-up of molecule background in the QMS chamber due
to the straight signal leads to a slowly increasing signal.
After loading, the molecules are briefly trapped for 0.1 s. The signal rapidly drops as
soon as the guide before the trap is switch off, and the straight signal is extinguished.
After 6.1 s the offset to the TOF guide is set to zero, and molecules are guided
towards the QMS. The slowly decreasing signal during the 6 s of unloading results
from the slowly emptying trap. After the short recovery time, the half trap run is
started. Here, the straight signal is smaller, as the build-up of trapped molecule
signal is missing. All the molecules in the trap get lost in the grounded half of the
trap. The small slope on the signal level stems from the increased background count
rate due to the straight signal. The unloading signal is much smaller as well, as the
trap is already empty and only the background is detected, as intended.

4.2.2 Electric potential offset between quadrupole guides

In the previous section it was already mentioned that the gaps between the electric
guides can lead to losses of the molecules. While the straight as well as the bent
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Figure 4.3: Raw signal for a typical experimental run. During the first 6 s, the
straight signal is recorded at the QMS. After a brief trapping time of 0.1 s, the
unloading signal is detected for 6 s. After 0.2 s recovery time, the same sequence
is repeated as half trap measurement.

guide have essentially an efficiency of 100% excluding velocity filtering, molecules
are prone to be lost at the gaps between two consecutive guides, especially when
their longitudinal velocity becomes comparable or even smaller than their transversal
velocity. This effect does not only depend on the geometry of the electrodes in the
gap region, but also on electric potentials between the different parts of the guide.

Fig. 4.4 shows the distribution of the electric field strength transverse to the guide.
Voltages between neighboring electrodes are 8 kV. For easier visualization, (a) shows
the plane that intersects the guide in red, for which the distribution is depicted in
color code in (b). As the plane is far away from the gap, it shows the undisturbed
potential surface in quadrupole guiding configuration. The molecules follow the
electric field strength minimum along the center line between the electrodes. As the
guide is translational symmetric, the molecules can move freely along the guide.

The picture changes when the molecules approach a gap. Fig. 4.5 shows the electric
field strength distribution in a plane parallel to the guides, see (a). Both of the
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Figure 4.4: Electric field strength distribution in the guide. a) shows the plane
perpendicular to the guide, far away from the gap. b) shows the electric field
strength distribution in this plane, in color code. The guiding “tube” in the
center of the four electrodes is visible.

guides are operated at quadrupole guiding configuration, with an identical trap
depth. However, the voltages on the guide are not symmetric around the ground
potential, but are offset with a different polarity. This potential difference over the
gap leads to an electric field between the two parts of the guide, which appears as
potential barrier for the low-field seeking molecules. Fig. 4.5b) clearly shows this
barrier, which hinders molecules to pass from one guide to the next. The height
of this barrier can be adjusted by setting the voltage offset difference between the
guides.
This effect was known previously, but did not have an impact on the experiments
because the longitudinal kinetic energy of the molecules was typically large compared
to the barrier height. In the figure, it is also apparent that the potential barrier in the
gap is smaller than the depth of the quadrupole potential, even for large offset fields
as shown here. Therefore, only slow molecules are strongly affected by the barrier.
As slow molecules are supposed to be trapped, it is important to investigate this
effect, and to optimize our settings for maximum flux of slow, trapped molecules.
To verify the effect of the barrier, we scan the offset voltage in the gap in the
connection between the centrifuge and the trap. For each setting, we record the
number of molecules in the straight signal and the number of molecules trapped
for 100 ms. As the trap depth is smaller than the maximum kinetic energy of the
molecules, the measurement of trapped molecules is effectively a measurement on
slower molecules. Apart from the offset voltage, all parameters for the measurement
are kept constant. The result is shown in Fig. 4.6. All curves are normalized. Blue
and red crosses show the trapped signal and straight fly-through signal, respectively.
The error bars show the 1σ error due to counting statistics. To exclude other effects,
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Figure 4.5: Electric field strength distribution in the guide. a) shows the plane
parallel to the guide, across the gap. b) shows the electric field strength distribu-
tion in this plane, in color code. The saddle point of the potential that separates
the two guides is clearly visible. This effect comes from a potential drop over the
gap, even though both of the guides are in guiding quadrupole configuration, with
identical depth.

the measurement was repeated, with several parameters changed. Fig. 4.6a) shows
the results taken with CH3F, a positive voltage difference across the gap, and a
centrifuge rotation frequency of 28 Hz, while the data in Fig. 4.6b) is taken with
CF3CCH, a decrease in electric potential and a centrifuge rotation frequency of
22 Hz. Data at identical offset voltages are taken at different times to check for long
term drifts in the setup. A slight offset on the x-axis is added in the plot for these
points for better visibility.
Qualitatively, the results of the two measurements agree. Both show a maximum
of the signal for trapped as well as for guided signal without offset voltage. Addi-
tionally, it becomes clear that the slower molecules are affected more severely than
than faster ones. Quantitatively, small differences are visible between the two mea-
surements, which might be explained by the different dipole moment or velocity
distributions, but detailed analysis or simulations were not performed.
With this knowledge in mind the following experiments were performed to optimize
the signal. During the loading time of the trap, all guide voltages between the
cryogenic cell and the trap were chosen to avoid an electric potential offset, while
an offset was applied between the trap and the exit towards the TOF guide. To
achieve best possible trapping, we applied an offset both at the input and the exit
guide during trapping. For unloading the trap, the offset on the exit guide was set
to zero.
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Figure 4.6: Offset voltage scan at the gap between the guide from the centrifuge
and the trap. The trapped and the straight signal are depicted in blue and red,
respectively. In a), data was taken with CH3F, a positive voltage difference across
the gap, and a centrifuge rotation frequency of 28 Hz. b) was measured with
CF3CCH, a negative voltage difference across the gap, and a centrifuge rotation
frequency of 22 Hz.

4.2.3 Offset electric fields in the trap

As mentioned before in sec. 4.1.1, points in space with very small electric fields are
problematic, as molecules can go from their trapped low-field seeking state to an
untrapped high-field seeking state. In the electric guide this is not an issue, as
the electric field minimum is only in the center region, and electric field strength
increases rapidly towards the electrodes. The volume where Majorana flips can
happen is therefore very small. In the trap, however, the electric field strength in
most of the trap volume is designed to be small. To avoid Majorana flips there,
a potential is applied between the two capacitor plates, producing a homogeneous
field in between.
To test this effect and further optimize the number of trapped molecules, we vary the
electric field in the trap by changing the voltage offset between the two plates. This
voltage offset is given relative to the voltages used on the microstructured electrodes.
Here, these voltages were 0.6 kV and −0.6 kV on the positive and negative electrode,
respectively. An offset of 5 % means, that the voltages on one plate are 0.57 kV
and −0.63 kV and on the other plate 0.63 kV and −0.57 kV. We will refer to this
a trap voltage of 0.6 kV±5 %. Therefore, the average potential difference between
the two plates is 60 V. This potential drop then generates an electric field to avoid
Majorana flips. The other experimental parameters were kept constant. The fluxes
of CH3F and helium into the buffer gas cell were 0.08 sccm and 0.5 sccm, the voltage
differences on the guides were set to 3 kV, the loading and unloading time were both
set to 6 s, and the trapping time was set to zero.
Fig. 4.7 shows the offset scanned up to 40 % for both polarities. It is clearly visible
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that the number of molecules in the trap is reduced, if no offset is used, and the
electric field strength between the two plates is zero. For higher offsets, we cannot
detect any variations of molecules numbers within the error bars.
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Figure 4.7: Scan of the voltage offset between the to trap plates. Electric fields
produced by this offset are necessary to avoid Majorana flips.

Fig. 4.8 shows the same scan as before, but over a smaller range. For zero or small
offset fields, the number of trapped molecules is reduced, but as soon as the offset
is 3 % or higher, the molecule number is constant. The direction of the applied field
does not have a significant impact, as expected.
For the rest of this thesis, an offset will always be used, and is varied between 5 %
and 30 %.

4.2.4 Optimization of molecule flux, buffer gas flux and
centrifuge rotational speed

The last optimization step is the adjustment of the molecule and buffer gas fluxes
into the cryogenic cell and the rotation frequency of the centrifuge. The buffer gas
flux and the centrifuge speed have to be adjusted simultaneously. From previous
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Figure 4.8: Scan of the electric field strength in the trap. An offset of 3 % is
enough to avoid Majorana flips, higher offsets do not increase the number of
trapped molecules any further.

experiments with the buffer gas source and the Cryofuge in sec. 3.2.2, we know that
the magnitude of the buffer gas flux can strongly influence the velocity distribution
of molecules in the guide. The optimization shown here is performed for CH3F,
at a buffer gas cell temperature of 7.1 K, a trap voltage of 1.2 kV and a guiding
voltage difference of 4.6 kV. Whenever the molecule species or any of the relevant
experimental parameters are changed, this optimization is repeated.

Fig. 4.9 shows the straight signal versus the centrifuge rotation speeds, for various
buffer gas densities. Each of the curves shows a clear peak. For higher buffer gas
densities, the peak shifts to higher rotational frequencies, as a stronger deceleration
is necessary to compensate the additional boosting. Moreover, for higher densities,
the signal decreases more and more. This suggests that smaller buffer gas densities
would be best suited to produce maximum molecule flux. However, for very small
very low buffer gas densities molecules cannot be thermalized to the cell temperature.
This effect has been discussed in chapter 2. Additionally, the buffer gas cell cannot
be operated stably at very low buffer gas densities, as molecule ice forms very quickly.
This is why for the data taken at lowest buffer gas density of 3.4× 1014 cm−3, the
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curve does not look smooth. As a compromise between maximum signal per run,
and long measurement times and signal stability, a typical helium density of about
1.3× 1015 cm−3 is used, corresponding to the green curve.
The data shown in Fig. 4.10 was taken for the same experiment, but here the number
of trapped molecules per run is plotted. Qualitatively, the trends follow the ones
for the straight signal, however, the peak positions are shifted to higher centrifuge
rotation speeds. This comes from the fact that the trap can only capture the slowest
molecules out of the beam, and therefore, a stronger deceleration is beneficial even
on the expense of total straight signal. As we are interested in trapped molecules for
most of our measurements, the peak positions from this measurements are usually
used.
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Figure 4.9: Molecule signal guided straight through the trap versus the centrifuge
rotation speed, taken for different helium densities in the buffer gas cell. The
acceleration effect of higher buffer gas densities is apparent from the shifting
peaks of the curves. The reduced signal for high buffer gas density is similar to
the measurements on the Cryofuge setup.

The molecule flux can be optimized separately, as it only weakly affects the velocity
distribution of the molecules in the guide. This is known from previous velocity
distribution measurements, and was cross checked by centrifuge rotation frequency
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Figure 4.10: Signal of trapped molecules per experimental run versus the cen-
trifuge rotation speed, taken for different helium densities in the buffer gas cell.
The trend of reduced signal and shifting peak looks similar to the straight sig-
nal. The peak appears at higher rotation speeds due to the selection of slower
molecules by the trap depth.

scans at various molecule fluxes. Fig. 4.11 shows the number of molecules guided
and trapped depending on the molecule flux into the buffer gas cell, in red and blue,
respectively. For easier comparison, both curves are normalized. The error bars
show a one sigma statistical error due to counting statistics.

For small molecule flux, the signal level is roughly proportional to the molecule flux
into the cell, and the ratio of trapped to guided molecule number is constant, as
would be expected for an unchanged velocity distribution. For higher molecule flux
however, the signal levels off and even decreases for higher flux, as the higher flux of
warm molecules amplifies the boosting effect out of the buffer gas cell and accelerates
molecules so much that they cannot be guided any more. Additionally, the trapped
to guided molecule ratio changes. This can be explained from the collision effect in
the guide as seen in section sec. 3.3, which is stronger for slow, trappable molecules.

Another issue of higher molecule flux into the cell is the shortening of measure-
ment time due to faster ice formation. Due to this effect, most measurements are
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performed at a molecule flux of 0.2 sccm, slightly below the peak value found in
Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Count rate for guided and trapped molecules versus the molecule
flux into the buffer gas cell, in red and blue, respectively. For low flux, the
signal is linear in molecule flux. The decrease for higher flux is due the onset
of stronger boosting. The trapped signal is affected stronger than the guided
signal, as boosting is more pronounced for slow molecules, as well as due to the
molecule-molecule collision effect in the guide depleting the slow molecules.

4.2.5 Performance after optimization

Up to now, all optimization results showed the improvement of the optimization
steps only qualitatively. For future operation, knowing the absolute number of
molecules in the trap, and thereby their density, will be crucial. Therefore, we use
the settings found during the optimization process, and the QMS calibration as
described in chapter 3. With the optimum settings, we can routinely reach about
2× 107 molecules in the trap. As the trap volume is fixed to 2.4 cm3, this results in
a density of 8× 106 cm−3. This density is lower than the density of slow molecules
in the guide of 1× 109 cm−3 as found in chapter 3. However, the average molecule
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kinetic energy here is even lower due to the filtering of the trap, and the investigation
time is prolonged due to the full 3D trapping. Below we will examine these two
properties of the trapped molecule sample in greater detail.

4.3 Trapping and investigation of molecules

After rigorous optimization of the experimental parameters, we are now ready to
examine the lifetime of the molecules in the trap, one of the most important figures
of merit of any trap. For us, a long lifetime is particularly important to trap the
molecules long enough that they have time to undergo collisions. In the long term, a
long lifetime will also be necessary to be able to implement the envisioned Sisyphus
cooling scheme [ZEG+12].

Additionally, we will investigate the behavior of the molecules in a RF-field. It
allows us to measure the energy distribution of molecules in the trap, using the RF-
knife technique. Later, understanding the properties of the RF are also important
to address different rotational states of the molecules.

4.3.1 Trap lifetime

We measure the trap lifetime by repeating the same experimental sequence as ex-
plained in sec. 4.2.1, and vary the trapping time. As test molecule we use CH3F,
the other parameters are optimized for maximum signal as explained in the pre-
vious chapters. Additional to this maximum signal measurement, we also perform
lifetime measurements with a reduced guiding voltage at the s-piece, to selectively
only load the slowest molecules into the trap. Thereby we expect to achieve longer
trap lifetimes.

Fig. 4.12 shows the results of these measurements. The trapping times used are
0.01 s, 0.1 s, 0.3 s, 1 s, 3 s, and 10 s. To be able to compare the outcome for the
different s-piece voltages, all curves are normalized to the value with a trapping
time of 0.01 s. The figure shows the data for s-piece voltages of 0.5 kV, 1.5 kV, and
5.5 kV as blue, red, and green crosses, respectively. The error bars depict the one
sigma statistical error. The solid lines are exponential fits, shown in their respective
color.

The decrease in lifetime is clearly visible for increasing s-piece voltage. The 1/e
lifetimes obtained from these fits are 3.0 s, 1.6 s, and 0.9 s from lowest to highest
voltage. For the 1.5 kV and 5.5 kV measurements, the error bars are small enough
to see a clear deviation from the simple exponential decay model. The reason for
this deviation is not yet fully understood, and needs additional investigation. A
possible explanation would be the presence of molecules in different velocity classes
or internal states, each with a distinct lifetime. An alternative reasoning could be
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a collision-limited lifetime, that effects the molecules mostly in the beginning of the
trapping, when the densities are highest.

The inset in Fig. 4.12 shows how the trapped molecule signal level changes with
the applied voltage on the s-piece. The longer lifetimes are traded off for a smaller
signal. In particular, the longest lifetimes are achieved with the lowest voltages,
where only about 1 % of the signal is left compared to the highest voltages used.

In the future, the limitation of the short lifetime can be overcome by cooling the
molecules. A lifetime of 27 s has been demonstrated in the same type of trap by
applying Sisyphus cooling [ZEG+12].
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Figure 4.12: Trap lifetime measurements for different molecule energy distribu-
tions, set by the s-piece voltage of 0.5 kV, 1.5 kV, and 5.5 kV in blue, red, and green,
respectively. Crosses are measurements after various trapping times, shown with
one sigma error bars. Solid lines are single exponential fits. Lower average energy
of the molecules leads to increased trap lifetimes. The inset depicts the signal
level after the shortest trapping time for the different s-piece voltages.

4.3.2 Energy selective RF depletion

To understand the energy distribution of molecules in our trap we use energy se-
lective RF depletion that has been used previously [ZEG+12], and is similar to the
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technique used for forced evaporation of atoms in a magnetic trap [DMA+95]. In
our system, the trapped and untrapped M -levels of a |J,K > state are coupled
at high electric fields by a radio frequency (RF). Only if trapped molecules have a
high enough kinetic energy to reach these fields, they can be pumped to untrapped
states by the RF. When we compare the measurement with and without RF ap-
plied, we can infer the number of molecules with an energy high enough to reach
the electric fields necessary to make a resonant state transfer. Unfortunately, the
resonant electric field strength depends on the internal state of the molecule, and
we cannot directly obtain the real energy distribution. However, the molecules after
buffer gas cooling are mostly in few, energetically low-lying rotational states, and
this RF depletion method can still provide an idea of the energy distribution.
Fig. 4.13 shows the result of a typical RF depletion measurement. To be sure that
all molecules with a sufficient energy have enough time to be pumped to a high
field seeking state and consequently be lost from the trap, we vary the time the
RF is applied to the trap, and record the depletion of the molecule signal. The RF
times used are 0 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 500 ms, and 1000 ms. The
trapping time is always kept at 1000 ms. Additionally, the RF is varied in several
steps between 1 GHz and 15 GHz. From the figure it is apparent that about 200 ms
to 500 ms are necessary to fully saturate the signal, or even longer for the smallest
frequencies applied.
To see if the RF really selectively depletes the molecules with the highest energy, we
measure velocity distributions of trapped molecules, when the RF is or is not applied
during the trapping time. We use a frequency of 6 GHz to achieve a reduction of
count rate of about 50 % according to Fig. 4.13. We trap the molecules and apply
RF for 200 ms.
To obtain a velocity distribution of the trapped molecules, we switch the TOF guide
off and on during the unloading period several times. For each switch-on event, we
retrieve a TOF signal, which can be converted into a velocity distribution. The final
result of this measurement is shown in Fig. 4.14. Blue shows the signal for a non-
depleted distribution, red with the RF applied. Error bars give a statistical error of
1σ, both curves are normalized. Clearly, fast molecules are efficiently ejected from
the trap, while slow molecules are hardly affected. This supports the statement that
RF can remove fast, high energy molecules from the trap. The cut-off is not sharp
because molecules still populate several different internal states, which affects the
relation between velocity and energy in the electric field. This means the cut-off
velocity is different for each internal state.
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Figure 4.13: Molecule signal after one second trapping versus the time RF is
applied, for various frequencies. For smaller frequencies, more molecules can be
addressed, and the final signal is reduced. Full depletion takes at least 500 ms.
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Figure 4.14: Velocity distributions of trapped molecules, with and without applied
RF of 6 GHz during the trapping time in red and blue, respectively. Error bars
show 1σ statistical errors. The applied RF clearly depletes the fastest, highest
energy molecules, while slower molecules remain unaffected.
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This thesis covered three diverse topics: Simulations to understand a buffer gas
cell in the effusive regime, the Cryofuge and its ability to produce a large flux
of slow molecules and to investigate dipolar molecule-molecule collisions, and the
extension of the setup by an electrostatic microstructured trap. All these efforts
were targeted to the goal to produce slow, cold and dense samples of molecules that
can be investigated and better understood. They can also serve as a starting point
towards even colder and better controlled molecules, and ultimately even pave a way
towards a molecular quantum degenerate gas. During the design of all the diverse
parts of the experiment, the different possible applications that were pointed out
in the introduction were kept in mind. It was clear that all these various prospects
would rely on different kinds of molecules. Therefore, it was always sought to work
as general as possible. And indeed, all the techniques shown in this thesis only rely
on a strong interaction of the molecules with an electric field, and can therefore be
applied to a great variety of molecules.

Optimizing the buffer gas cell In chapter 2, a simulation to understand the prop-
erties of a buffer gas cell was presented. As mentioned, this simulation can be used
to optimize the buffer gas cell to a certain application. However, as these simula-
tions were only finalized towards the end of the thesis, no optimization steps had
been undertaken on the Cryofuge setup. However, a clear way to substantially in-
crease the molecule flux and consequently the number of trapped molecules has been
found. The steps towards this enhancement are currently planned. With their im-
plementation, the investigation of low-energy molecule-molecule collision could be
considerably simplified.

Molecule-molecule collisions In chapter 3 we already investigated collisions be-
tween dipolar molecules, and found a good agreement with theoretical predictions.
This proved that the densities of slow molecules produced by the Cryofuge are very
high, and investigations of collision cross sections of various molecules are possi-
ble. Unfortunately, the collisions could only be observed as losses from the molecule
beam, and it was not possible to distinguish elastic and inelastic collisions. The
important question, if or which molecules can efficiently be cooled evaporatively
could not be answered, as this depends on the ratio between elastic and inelastic
collision rate [KVD+96]. With the addition of the trap to the system this issue can
be solved. As it was shown in the end of chapter 4, we can now distinguish molecules
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with different energies, either by applying a radio frequency, or by measuring their
velocities. When now first removing molecules of a certain energy class from the
trap, and seeing this energy class being repopulate, we can conclude to see elastic
collisions that lead to a thermalization of the trapped sample. Similarly, density
dependent losses from the trap can be recorded to access the inelastic collision rate.
Repeating this procedure for different molecules can reveal the ideal candidate for
evaporative cooling.

Although the internal state distribution of the molecules in the electric quadrupole
guide after cooling by a buffer gas cell has already been measured in this setup
[WGZ+16], the collision measurements were not state sensitive and could only dis-
play cumulative effects. In the trap it was demonstrated that internal states can be
addressed and detected selectively [GPRZ15]. With this tool, investigating the col-
lision cross sections of the different internal molecule states becomes feasible. These
results could uncover the quantum nature of the collisions at low temperatures.

Sisyphus cooling The electrostatic trap implemented here is a duplicate of the
trap described in [ZMPR09]. It generates a box-like potential for the molecules so
that they spend most of the time in small electric fields, and only briefly enter regions
of high electric fields at the edge of the trap. The design is optimized to trap dipolar
molecules for a long time, and importantly, to implement opto-electrical Sisyphus
cooling, as it was achieved in 2012 [ZEG+12]. Therefore it is the next obvious
step to realize Sisyphus cooling in our system as well. Some of the molecules that
were decelerated and trapped have already been Sisyphus cooled before, like CH3F
[ZEG+12], or are expected to be coolable, like CF3CCH [ZMPR09]. Other molecules
proposed in this paper have not been investigated yet, but posses a favorable dipole-
moment to mass ratio, and can be decelerated by the centrifuge as well.

New traps for molecules Cooling the molecules to temperatures close to or even
below 1 mK enables the use of different traps, like microwave cavities or optical dipole
traps. Further cooling in the microstructured trap is not beneficial as the optical
access in this trap is poor. For most of the envisioned further steps it is important
to manipulate the molecules with lasers or more radio or microwave frequencies.
Additionally the box-like trap is not well suited for runaway evaporation that has
been extremely successful for atoms. The runaway cooling relies on a density increase
for decreasing temperatures, so that the collision rate given by the product of density,
cross section, and particle velocity is constant or even increases during cooling. For a
box-like potential however the density n = N

V
is given by the particle numberN and

the trap volume V , and constant for varying temperature. Ultimately, this would
density decrease due to the inevitable particle loss during evaporation. A different
trap design like a microwave trap, without a flat bottom, is therefore necessary.
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New detection schemes The currently used QMS detector is a very versatile tool,
and allowed us to try and test the different parts of the setup for a large variety of
molecules. To do so, we only changed the mass channel at the detector. However,
the detection efficiency of a QMS is poor, and makes systematic measurements
with small count rates time consuming and laborious. Moreover, the detection is
state independent, so that the state dependent measurements always had to rely on
depletion analysis. As soon as a molecule species is chosen for further experiments,
it can be worthwhile to sacrifice the versatility of the QMS for higher detection
efficiencies and state dependent detection.
Currently two other detection schemes are explored in our group. The first is based
on light induced fluorescence (LIF), and is designed to increase the detection ef-
ficiency for a continuous beam of slow molecules. It is expected to improve the
detection efficiency for formaldehyde as currently used in that setup by a factor of
30. At the same time, LIF is state dependent, and different states can be detected
by tuning the laser frequency. LIF was implemented in our group during the last
year, and first characterization measurements look promising.
At the same time, a new detection method was proposed by Zeppenfeld [Zep17]. It
is based on an energy transfer from a molecule to a Rydberg atom via a Förster
resonance. The change of the internal state of the Rydberg atom can be detected
with a high efficiency by electric field ionization. The detection efficiency was cal-
culated to be up to 8%. Very recently, the first results showing the detection of a
room temperature gas of ammonia molecules have been presented [JZ18]. A setup
showing the detection of cold molecule beam from a liquid nitrogen cooled nozzle in
a dense cloud of Rydberg atoms is underway.

Different molecule species All the results presented in this thesis have been taken
with molecules that are chemically stable, and can be purchased commercially in a
gas bottle. While this procedure is very convenient as it allows for an easy exchange
between molecule species, and a simpler buffer gas cell design, some of the possible
future molecule experiments might need to employ molecular radicals. In fact, the
precision experiments performed in search for the eEDM work with these species
already [AH18]. The precision of these measurements is limited by the interrogation
time. As the molecules used there are taken directly from a buffer gas cell without
further deceleration, this time is short, limited by the velocity of the molecules.
The implementation of the Cryofuge, or even the trap, on such an experiment could
boost the precision of these measurements, and rule out or confirm more theories
about fundamental physics.
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